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Abstract 

Logistics for Food Security in Zimbabwe 
An Economic Analgsis for Maize Availability 

By Lovemore M. Rugube 

Major Advisor: 
Professor Henry Rempel, Ph.D 

Advisory Cornmittee Mernbers: 
Professor Barry T. Coyle, Ph.D 
Professor Barry Prentice, Ph.D 

External Examiner 
Professor E. W. Tyrchniewicz 

This study presents an economic analysis of the Logistics for food security in 

Zimbabwe. The study emphasizes an econornic analysis of maize availabiity, as maize is 

the major staple food crop in Zimbabwe. The country has to maintain stable maize 

supplies to meet part of the food security objectives. The study presents a methodology 

which outlines alternative strategic options designeci to solve mansitory food security 

problems related to maize availabiiity. The methodology is used to demonstrate how the 

logistics invulved in assuring maize supply stabüity for a staple food can be evaluated. It 

should be noted that this methoci of analysis can be extended to evaluating other 

alternative çrops. 

For the strategies outlined, cost analysis is used to evaluate two straegic options 

which would maintain stable maize supplies. The first strategic option is: the country 

wiil maintain strategic reserve stores equivalent to 12 months consumption requirements. 

nie second strategic option is: the country will maintain strate& reserve stores 

equivalent to 5 months consumption requirements and use hard cunency to import deficit 



consumption requirements of maize until the next hawest. 

Results show that the second strategic option, of maintainhg 5 months strategic 

stores and using hard currency to import the deficit consumption requirements untii the 

next harvest is a preferred option. Sensitivity analysis pdomied on the cost variables 

show that the overaii cost is most sensitive to the oppominity cost for maize in storage 

and maize import costs. The methodology presented can be used by poiicy markers to 

analyze the least cost strategic option suitable for maintaining stable maize supplies for 

the nation, therefore achieving an essentiai element of the food saurity objective. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 

In recent years Zimbabwe. like many other SADC (Southem African Development 

Community) countries, has been faad with the problern of severe food shortages as a result 

of large deches in grain harvest due to successive seasons of drought. Zimbabwe's weather 

patterns have ben  so erratic, resulting in reduced harvcsts, livestocic losses, malnutrition, 

starvation and general economic hardships in both rural and urban comrnunities. Zimbabwe's 

droughu of 1946/47, 1967f68, 1972/13, 1982/83,84, the wont drought in 1991/92 and the 

recent 1994/95 drought bear testirnony to these effects. 

In the month of July, 1995 Zimbabwe declared a state of disaster in the communal, 

resettlernent and small-sale fanning areas, noting that the drought affecting the country 

threatened the Life and weil Ming of people in these areas of the country. Zimbabwe needed 

to feed and protect more than five million people affectexi by drought in a programme that 

was estirnateci to cost ZE2 Billion ( The Herald. July, 1995). 

Drought jeopardizes cvery aspect of peoples lives, crops and Livestock, jobs, 

possessions and savings, the social cohesion, economic and politicai stability of communities 

and theu health. Zimbabwe expenend the most severe drought in 1991/92. While the 

histoncal mean rainfail is 663rnm per year, rainfall during the agricultural season of 199 1/92 

was d y  335 mm which was 51 percent of normal. The failun of the 1991192 rainy season 

resulted in severe crop losses. The volume of agriculhiral production fell by one third, 

contributing only 8 percent to the GDP compared to 16 percent in normal years 



(SADC, l992). in A p d  1992, national maize production was estirnated to be 362,000 metric 

tonnes which was less 20 percent of the average for the seasons of 1988-90. With the 

govemment estimated average monthly consumption of about 200,ûûû metric tonnes during 

the drought period, there was need to import 2,400,000 metric tonnes of maize to make up 

for the shortfall. The threat that drought conditions sirnilar to the ones outlined above can 

reoccur, bringing instability in crop production. increases the risk and uncertainty in the 

agricultural sector and concem for food security in Zimbabwe. Development policies should 

incorporate strategies that mitigate against the impact of and reduce vulnerability of future 

droug hts. 

The prirnary fom of nutrition for Zirnbabweans is cereais, especiaiiy course grains. 

The prirnary cereals consumed arc maize. wheat, d e r  nce and sorghum. The quantities 

of cereal grains produced in Zimbabwe for the period 196 1 to 1994 are shown in Figure 1. 

Maize is shown to be the dominate cereai grain produced. and is the dominate staple food 

nop. The quantities of cereal grains consumed per capita for the period 1% 1 to 1995 are 

shown in Table 1. Data on cereal grain consumption shows that maize is the dominant 

source of nutrition in the Zimbabwean diet. The minimum average annual maize 

consumption is estimated at 116 kiiiograms per capita, foilowed by wheat 24 kiiiograms 

per capiîa, d e t  21 Irülograms per capita and sorghurn 9 killograms per capita respectively. 

It should be noted that millet consumption was above wheat consumption until 1977, since 

1978 wheat consumption has exceeded muet consumption. 

The shortage of m a k  brought about by drought conditions can have adverse effects 

on both humans and livestack in Zimbabwe. This b ~ g s  concem for food insecurity for the 



Figure 1:Cereal Production in Zimbabwe 
For the Period (1961-94) 

Year 

+ Maize Prod + Wheat Prod * Sorghum Rod -g Miilet Prod 



Table 1 : Summary of Cereal Consumption in Zimbabwe (1961-95). 
Totd Cereal Make Wh- Miilei Sorghum 

Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption 
Kg/Year Kg/Yecu Kg/Year Kg(Year Kg/Year 

Year Per Ca~ita Per Ca~ita Per Chita Per Ca~ita Pet Ca~ita 

Source: F. A. O. Publications, 1995. 
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Zimbabwean population. The social groups most prone to food u i s e c m  are the families 

workuig seasonaily on commercial farms, families in the resettiement areas, households in 

ihe semi - arid communal areas and low - income urban dweilers (C.S.O., 1995). By far the 

largest number of the most food insecure populations are in the low - raidail communal 

lands subject to recurrent drought. 

Food security will penain to maize availability at tirnes of food crisis (e.g.) the 

1 99 1/92 drought and the logistics involved in achieving the desired results. It can also be 

defined in fems of stabilization of the quantity of maize grain that can be made available 

for use in the extreme shortfall event. In case of severe maize shortages, the objective is to 

close the gap berneen maize production and maize consumption, which relates to maize 

availability. Food security is concemed with both food availabiiity and ability of people to 

purchase sufficient arnounts of food. Food security can either be short-terni, which is 

transitory (e.g.) famine resulting fiom a crop failure or chronic which is long tenn 

undernutrition. This study will focus on one part of food security as it relates to maize 

availability decline, defined as short term, which is transitory food security. 

1.1.1 Zirn babwe 's Maize Production Regions 

Zimbabwe has a total land area of 39.07 million hectares and a population of about 

1 1 million, with an annual population growth rate of about 3 percent. The total land surface 

area in Zimbabwe is distributeci as follows: 

Commercial Famiing Land 
Communal Farming Land 
National Parks Estate 
Resettlement Land 
State Forest Land 
Urban and State Land 

15.70 W o n  hectares 
1 6.35 million hectares 
4.24 million hectares 
2.64 million hectares 
0.92 million hectares 
0.22 W o n  hectares 



Fipre 2: Mop of Zimbabwe showing Natural Regions 
- ~ - - - - - _ -  - -- ---_- .- _ - - - .  

Zimbabwe: 
Natural Regions 

Ctr. ,,, for CIR gW&-h - 50.11.' *nws 



Table 2: Zimbabwe's Agroecological Regions 

Region Land Area Percent of Characteristics 
(million Ha) Total Area 

1.6 Speci Jized and diversified farming. 
Very higti raiofdl often in excess of 
1000mm. Suitable for dairy, foresuy, 
tea, coffee, fruits, and corn 
production. 

18.8 intensive Farming region. Annual 
Rainfall is between 750-lûûûmm. 
Suitable for rainfed agriculture 
for crops like corn, tobacco, Cotton 
and beef production. 

17.6 Semi-intensive farming region with 
annual rainfall of 650-ûOOmm. Suffers 
h m  severe mid season drought and 
is marginal for corn and tobacco 
production, i d d  for Iivestock. 

33 Semi-intensive fanning region witb 
annuai rainfdi of 450450mm and 
is subjtct to periodic droughtThe region is 
marginal for raiafed corn production 
but ideal for drought resistaat crops 
like sorghwn. 

29 Extensive fming region located in 
hot low lying arcas suitable for 
extensive animal production and crops 
under irrigation. Annual rainfall 
(under 450mm) is too low for rainfed 
agriculture. 

Source: Grain Marketing Board Reports, Belvedere Weather Station. 



Zimbabwe is subdivided into five natural regions: Natural Regions 1, il, m, TV. and V 

Figure 2. Details on these natural regions are describeci in Table 2. Over 60 percent of 

Zimbabwe's fartniand lies in drought-prone regions receiving an average of less than 650 

mm annual rainfaii. Zimbabwe has an irregular weather pattern. not only is rainfall 

umeliabie, but it is poorly distributed geograp&cd!y, as can be observed in Table 2. 

The Zimbabwean agricultürà~ scctar ci~n?riser abutït 16 percent of GDP and is the 

second largest contributor to the value of Zimbabwe's output of goods and services. The 

country has a number of distinct farming systans dominatexi by two sectors: the Large-Scale 

Commercial Sector and the Communal (Srnall Scale) Sector. The importance of these two 

farming sectors is addressed is chapter 2. The Large Scale Commercial fams cover about 

15.7 million hectares. Over 40 percent of diese fanns are in Natural Regions 1 and II , which 

are the best agicultural regions in Zimbabwe (Transitional National Development Plan, 

1994). The Large Sc& Farmers mainly practice commercial production, of which most of 

the maize produced is marketed. The Small Scale (Communal Farms) covers about 16.3 

million hectares, and only 8.5 percent of this land, where 56 percent of the Zimbabweans 

live, is in Regions 1 and U . Forty-two percent of the total area is in communal lands located 

primarily in Regions TV and V which are poorly suited for crop production and for meeting 

the needs of the nual population. A large section of the population therefore, subsists on 

land which is both inadequate in holding. size and incapable of producing sufficient maize 

for their families . Nearly a quarter of the rural families run out of maize before the next 

harvest, even in good years . Most Small Scale Farmers produce for subsistence and the 

market. 



Among the principal crops produced maize dominates the cropping areas for both 

Large-Scale and SmaU Scale production. Maize is Zimbabwe's dominant staple food crop: 

about 64 percent of the maire produced is used for human consumption and about 22 percent 

of the maire produced is used for iivestock fml.The importance of maize in the agnculniral 

economy of Zimbabwe is apparent fiom the following; about 90 percent of the maize is 

produced by both sectors and maize accounu for 88 percent of total coarse grain production 

ui the country, 80 percent of coarse grain production among smaiîholder and 6 1 percent of 

coarse grain production in Natural Regions IV and V . Maize does not grow favourably in 

regions N and V where rnost of the communal population Live, yet maize is grown. This has 

resulted in harvests which provide neither sufficient cash nor enough food for the families 

in these marginal rainfall areas. About 80 to 90 percent of mariceteci maize surplus is 

produced in natural region II (Govemment of Zimbabwe, 1992). Maize meai accounu for 

70 percent of the totai d o n c  intake in the Zimbabwean diet. Maize is predominately a 

dryland aop, although in recent yuirs supplementary irrigation has reduced yield variabiiity 

in areas where irrigation cm be used. Given the cment reoccurances of Qoughts in 

Zimbabwe bad weather can mean poor harvests, which translates to shortfaüs in maize 

production and low consumption levels and a threat to the country's food security. 

1.1.2 Maize Availability : Food Security Issues 

As the t em food security has evolved in the îiterature it is defined as the ability of 

ai i  households in a nation to acquire a calorie adquate diet throughout the year. in recent 

years food security has corn to be defined as: the abiiity of a country or region to assure on 

a long term basis, that its food system provides the totai population acceu to a tirnely, 



reliable and nutritionally adequate supply of food ( Eicher and Staatz, 1986). Food security 

has two intemlated components: overaii food availabüity at the national level through 

production, storage or trade, and access to food through own or self production, purchases 

in the market from income eamed, or transfers. On the supply side the major factors that 

affect food supp1y are: a) variability in local production, including regional variabiiity 

caused by weather or a ~ c u l h u a i  policies; b) global supply, including regional supply 

(SADC), and maize world pnces. Food insecurity results from the food system's inabiity 

to provide an adequate supply of food both in ternis of volume and at an affordable cost. On 

the demand side, food security arises from the i n a b o i  of the country to either provide 

income genenting opportunities to enable households to purchase in the market or acquire 

food through transfer ( Pinckney, 1988). 

Food security is influenced by both micro and macro factors: weather, technology, 

and support institutions available to f m e r s  and merchants, monetary. fiscal and exchange 

rate policy. At the macro level, food security requires a nation to meet its citizen's food 

requirements through the acquisition of sufficient food supplies fiom production, national 

stocks, and impons, both commercial and non-commercial. This in aini implies, among 

other things, devising effective policies that will stimulate production, strategic reserves, and 

an adequate supply of foreign currency to import food in times of shortfalis in domestic 

production. 

Food availability or supply however is dependent on a numbcr of factors such as the 

incentive structure, investment poiicy, import capacity and flexible institutional structure. 

The incentive structure comprises producer pnces, adequate supply of incentive goods and 



the overaii tams of trade, especially relative pnces. incentives are however, effective only 

when they are combined with a sufficient supportive infrastructural investments, such as 

transportation, extension savices, marketing infrastructure, agricdtural research, etc. These 

would help raise agricultural supplies and improve producers' welfare. Since most of 

Zimbabwe's a@cal?ure is rainfed. this means that in times of drought, the country has to 

rely on food reserves, imports and food aid. Reliance on food imports impiies a strong 

impon capacity. The performance of the export sector and proper management of foreign 

çurrency reserves is a crucial consideration given the competing demands on the country's 

iimited resources. 

At the micro level food security Unplies that ali citizens get entitlement to adequate 

food (Sen. 1982). Much of the food security fiterature seems to assume explicitly that food 

security should be based on domestic food production. However, as Toiiens (1985) points 

out, food self-sufficiency is not a necessary condition for food security. It is possible for a 

country to import food and stiii guarantee food security for its citizens, as long as sufticient 

foreign exchange reserves are available. Food security at the national level, therefore, is 

largely affccted by variability in local production and global supplies. 

The policy instruments available to achieve maize availability at times of drought 

crisis are: trade (imports), food aid, stock maintenance policies, storage capacity and 

transportation which includes logistics of grain movement Once aggregate maize supply 

(domestic production plus imports) has been determined for a given year, there rernain other 

problems For example. rnaize supplies must be aliocated thmughout the year and distributed 

amongst target groups in the population. 



A food security policy relating to maize availability therefore raises issues relating to: 

- trend levels of maize production and imports; 

- stabilization of the market for maize between seasons; 

- ensuring that aggregate national maize supplies are disiributed adequately to ai i  

regions and social groups; 

- coping with unpredictable fluctuations in maize supply; and 

- allocation of maize between feed for anïmals and for human consumption. 

1.2 Problem Sbtement 

The f q e n c y  of drought forms a threat to Zimbabwe's food security, relating to 

rnaize availability. The country's droughts of 1946147, l967/68, 1972173. 1982/83,84. and 

the worst drought in 1991192 and the recent 1994195 drought bears testirnony to this. 

Precipitation fluctuates widely from season to season and its shortfali is a common 

occurrence. The wide variation in precipitation eventuaily translates into wide variation in 

maize yields, production. consumption and produoer prices. The problem of rainfall scarcity 

in Zimbabwe is illustrated in Table 3. Since 1946 the country has fa& seven drought 

seasons, this explains some of the cycles in mai= production Table 3. 

The observed high frequency of drought in Zimbabwe establishes the dXiculty the 

nation is facing in tenns of safeguarding the nation's maize availability. Histoncal data 

presented in Table 3, shows that low rainfall was received in each year relative to either the 

preceding or succeeding year. in each of the drought years production feii below the 

expected rnaize production levek With the &op in maUc production, supply of maize to the 

Grain Marketing Board (G.M.B.) is low. commercial purchases or sales of maize from the 



Table 3: The Relationships Among Mak Production , Seasonal Rainfd and the November 
to January Raiiifall shown as Criticai Rainfa 

Year National S w o d  Criticid 
Maize W a l l  Rainfall 
Roduct ion 
WO'sMT) (mm) (mm) 

Source: G.M.B. Reports and Belverdere 

in Zimbabwe (196 1 to 1995). 

Yeûr Nat ional Seasonal Critical 
hhke Rainfall Rauifdl 
Production 
(WsMT) (mm) (mm) 

Weather Station 
NB: Bold numbers indicate major drought years. 



G.M.B. are typicaily high. There is an inverse relationship between rainfall and GMB sales 

and purchases. During low rainfaü years maize sales are high and during high rainfall years 

maize sales are low. Maize sales bp the G.M.B. during years of drought is high because the 

rural households are not able to produce maize to meet their subsistence requirements, 

whereas in normal tirnes the rural population (75 percent of the population) produce 

adequate maize supplies for their own consumption, therefore sales are low. Rainfall 

inadequacy or adequacy precedes changes in other variables such as maize production, 

supply and sales, through the. Thus, the weather heralds a good or bad production year. 

The rnaize situation in Zimbabwe during the worst drought of 1991/92 highlighted 

the inability of maize supplies to meet food security requirements The national rainfall of 

335 rnillimeters received in the 199 l/l992 season was the lowest since 190 1 ( Belvedere 

Meteorology Station, 1992). Total domestic supply of maize for the 1992 season was 

estimated at 530,000 metric tonnes, thus 67 percent below the annual national average 

production of 1.5 million meûic tonnes. Zimbabwe's import requirements of maize in 1992 

were estimated to about 2.4 million metric tonnes, at an estimated cost of 2$2,430 

million.Expenditure on Unports worsens the foreign currency shortages and increases the 

depreciation of the Zirnbabwean dollar. Thus, maize shortages poses the question whether 

a reduced variabiiity in maize supply can be designed for Zimbabwe. The question to be 

addressed is, what are the best economic alternative options for achieving stable rnaize 

supplies as a means to achieve food security as it relates to maize availability, under cnsis 

conditions such as the l99 1/92 drought The economic logistical dimensions of this problem 

is of major importance to achieve maize availability Figure 3. 



Figure 3: Logistics for Maize Component of Food Security, Related to Maize Availability 
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The broad concept of food security potentiaiiy involves strategic considerations as 

weU as the ovemll economic resource use implications. The main variables of interest in this 

problem are: domestic maize production, human and iivestock maize consumption, storage 

relating to national stocks, seed use, post harvest losses, imports. and food aid. The gap 

between production and consumption can either be positive or negative. To meet the food 

security objective relating to m a b  availability, defined as a product of population size and 

an average of maize consumption per capita. if the gap becames negative the alternative 

strategies are; drawing on strategic stores, trigger impons, reduce livestock use, eliminate 

exports, reduce post harvest losses or rely on food aid. If the gap becames possitive the 

alternative strategies are; to add to strategic stores, trigger exports to generate foreign 

exchange for future imports, increase livestock use component Figure 3. The central 

problem to be addresseci in economic tnms is one of minimizing the cost in national ternis 

of assuring a basic level of consumption under crisis conditions and evaluating alternative 

logistic strategic options, so as to achieve food security, thus closing the gap between 

production and consumption. The problem of maize avaiiabilty in the face of drought can 

be evaluated as closing the gap between production and consumption. Since the GMB has 

control over domestic stocks, setting producer prices, imports and exports, its efficiency and 

effectiveness is needed to consider strategic alternatives which will assure a stable supply 

of the primary staple food. 

At the national level there is need to evaiuate production, consumption, storage and 

import requirements to meet the maize availabilty objective. Other variables of interest 

include; G.M.B. intake, consumption requirements, ma& producer prices, domestic stocks, 



storage capacities, storage and handling costs, transport costs, opportunity costs for maize 

in storage, opportunity cost for hard currency, costs an maize waste, transport capabiüties, 

port facilities, seasonal and critical rainfaii and G.M.B. sales. On the macro Ievel the polic y 

variables considered are: irade (thus irnports and exports), foreign cumncy, irnport pnces, 

bufferstocks and food aid. Domestic stocks can act as a buffer to fluctuations in maize 

supply, and an assessment on storage and handihg cost can provide information on how 

much to store at minimum cost. Production and consumption requirements wiii be needed 

to evaluate the nature and magnitude of the production consumption gap, transport 

capabilities and costs would be necessary to solve the logistics problem Weather 

information is neccssaiy to assess the probabilities of droughts and the price infotmation is 

necessary for price poiicies which stimulates production. Alternative measures such as the 

use of price policy, alternative crops, irrigation insurance, storage, an efficient uansportation 

and handihg system, foreign currency, imports, and food aid can play an important role in 

closing the production- consumption gap. 

The problem arises of how to fud the most efficient cost minimizing way of 

handling national stocks internally, thus procuring stocks, storage and distribution to the 

regions of consumption at a minimum cost. To assure that this objective is met, logistic 

activities wili provide the bridge between production and consumption at market locations 

that are separated by time and distance. In this study logistics of food secunty is dehed as: 

the prcxess of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost-effective means 

of achieving maize avaiiability, subject to drought crisis. It is a plan designed to improve 

make avaiiabiiity so as to solve the transitory part of the food security problem in 



Zimbabwe. Solving this part of the maize availabilty problem is a necessary but not 

sufficient condition. The economic variables to be addressed in the maize availability 

problem are as foiiows: quantities of maize produced, maize available for human 

consurnption, domestic stocks, variations in rainfall, storage, storage location, irnports and 

exports. Other variables considered include o n - f m  storage, transportation as it affects the 

distribution of maize f?om supplus regions to deficit regions The amount of rnaize available 

for consumption will depend on what is left after the other uses of maize have been 

deducted, (eg) waste, feed and seed. Given the economic changes and the ever increasing 

f3equencies of drought, a food sccurity plan which involves altemative strategies of couping 

with maize production shortfalis is needed. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this study is to illustrate a methodology to enable decision-making 

based on a cost effective logistic approach to assure food security that relates to maize 

availability. This will include setting out a plan and analyzing alternatives for achieving 

mai= availabilty under dsis  conditions such as the 1991/92 drought. The major objective 

of this study is to use national maize data on production, domestic stocks or supplies, 

imports and consumption requinmenu to analyze two alternatives for achieving maize 

supply stability under crisis conditions, for the purpose of assuring adequate maize 

avaiiabiity at minimum cost, subject to meeting the overall objective of the food security 

strategy. A national food security plan w u  be fomulated for the primary staple grain maize. 

This crop is chosen because of its importance as the major food crop for the lower incorne 

classes. 



The specific objectives in demonstrating a methodology are: 

outlùie the nature. h.eqwncy and magnitude of the food security problem through 

analysis of production trends; 

determine the magnitude of the production - consumption gap for maize and 

analyzing the probability of such shortfalis and surpluses in maize; 

derermine role of weather as a major variable affecthg maize production variability; 

analyze the costs of alternative food security strategies (e.g.) using impons or 

domestic stocks as a food security strategy; 

provide a logistical analysis on alternatives which wouid minimize the cost of 

elirninating the gap between production and consumption under crisis conditions; 

and 

explore different logistic based policy options, (both macro and micro) that will 

e n s w  maize supply stability both under normal and crisis conditions such as the 

199 1/92 cirought situatiori 

This study wilî help expand the knowledge and the ütcrature as it relates to identifying the 

prefemd logistic strategy for greater food security. It presents a unique approach to a 

methodology which presents two alternative strategies designed to solve transitory food 

secunty problem relating tomaize availabilty in Zimbabwe. The methodology can be used 

to illustrate data requirements and demonstrate how the cost of a logistic approach to 

assuring supply stabüity for a staple food can be reduced. The methodoiogy presented in 

this study should be of considaable interest to agxicultural policy makers in Zimbabwe and 

other SADC countries where maize is beiig utilized as a staple food crop, as a guide to 



planning and reorganization of maize availability so as to meet the food security objective. 

1.4 Scope and ilrganization of Study 

This study contains six chapters. The first chapter presents the background to the study, the 

problem statement, objectives, scope and organization of the study. The second chapter 

presents an overview of the mai= production and consumption, reviews policies on 

agricultural production and, isssues of food security and indicates the severity of the food 

security problem. A review on the operations and logistics of the Zirnbabwean Grain 

Marketing Board and Zimbabwe's weather patterns is presented. The third chapter presents 

a domonstration of the extent of the food security problem thus assigning probabilities to 

maize availabiity, production, consumption, and the weather variables. The founh chapter 

presents, a List and description of alternative strategies necessary to assure stability in the 

maize supply nquirements for Zimbabwe's food security . The fifth chapter presents a 

methodology regarding the estimation of costs for each of the alternative strategies. 

Zimbabwe is used as a case study to demonstrate the data requirernents and how the 

methodology would work. Fially, the sixth chapter presents the conclusion, policy 

recomrnendations and recommendations for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

AN OVERVIEW OF MAIZE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 

2.1 Introduction 

Th is  chapter presents an ovemiew of maize production and consumption in 

Zimbabwe. A discussion on the operations and organization of the Grain Marketing 

Industry, and an evaluation of the logistics for the maize marketing are addresseci. Also a 

brief summary on Zimbabwe's agridtural policies and their influence on maize production 

and marketing is presented. 

2.2 Maize Production Trends and Statistics in Zimbabwe 

The production and availabiity of rnak  in different regions and for different socio- 

econornic groups directly affects incomes and household food security. National food 

security is substantiaily dependent on the adequacy of rnaize supplies. with maize meal 

accounting for 70 percent of the caloric intake in the ZUnbabwean diet. 

Zimbabwe has a number of fanning systerns, the Large Scale Commercial Sector, 

S M  Scale Commercial Sector, Resettiement Areas and the Small Scale Communal Sector. 

These fanning systems arc dorninated by two distinct farming systerns the Large Scale 

Commercial Sector and the SmaU Scale Communal Sector. Among the principal crops 

produceci, rnaize dominates the aopping areas of both sectors; rnaize accounts for 88 percent 

of the total coarse grain production in the country, 80 percent of coarse grain production 

amoung smaU s a l e  farmers and 61 percent of coarse grain production in Natural Regions 

N and V ( Govemment of Zimbabwe, 1992). Zimbabwe is cornposeci of five Natural 



Table 4: Distribution of Agriculniral Land by Natural Region, Zimbabwe, (1995). 

Natural Average Large- Scale Small-Scale Communal Rese ttlemen t 
Region Annual Commercial Commercial Famers Farmers 

Rainfall 
(mm) (96) (96) ('m ('w 

100 100 100 100 
Source: Agriculwal Ministry of Lands and Resettiement, Harare (1995). 

Regions Figure 1 in Chapter 1 and Table 4. The most suitable and productive regions for 

maize production are regions U and III, with about 80 to 90 percent of the maize markted 

surplus onginating from Naturai Region II. Good rainfdi in these regions provide less 

variability in yields which garantees marketed surplus in non drought years. Of the total 

agriculturai land, 3û -nt of die commercial lands are in Natural Region II and 16 percent 

are in Naturai Region ïU and 5 1 percent of the commercial lands. many of them ranches, are 

in the low rainfali Naturai Regions N and V. Of the total agdculniral land, 8 percent of the 

Srnail Sc& Communal lands are in Naturai Region II and 17 percent in N a m l  Region m. 

74 percent of the communai lands are in Natural Regions IV and V where maize production 

is marginal. mostly deficit areas even in normal years. Mile there is signüicant diversity 

within subsectors, production systems on the Large Scale Commercial farms are 

substantially more capital intensive and technologicdy advanceci than on the majority of 

famis in the other subsectors. Supplementary irrigation is also widely employed for maize 



production in the Large Scale Commercial sector, a factor which in conjunction with high 

inputs and the location of rnoa Large Scale Commetcial rnaize production in Natural Region 

II, provides a valuable stability to yields, production and marketed supplies of maize from 

the subsector. The stability of maize yields, cornbineci with the commercial orientation of 

the Large Scale Commercial famias to provide relatively stable supply of maize to the 

market, a valuable element of national food security management. 

Between 1961 to 1995, maize production in Zimbabwe has gone from a high of 

2,7 17,000 metric tonnes in 198 1 to a low of 36 1,000 metric tonnes in 19% as depicted by 

the historical national maize production data in both Table 5 and (Appendix Figure 4 at end 

of Chapter 2). Statistical analysis on national maize production data in Table 6 shows that 

the mean national maize production for the period 1% 1 to 1995 is 1,503,000 metric tonnes, 

a standard deviation of 607,300 metric tonnes, a maximum of 2.7 17,000 metnc tonnes and 

minimum of 36 1,000 metric tonnes. Commercial maize production statistics show that the 

mean production for the same p e n d  is 850,000 metric tonnes, a standard deviation of 

372,800 meûic tomes, a maximum of 1,7 17,000 rnetric tonnes and a minimum of 246,000 

mtric tonnes. ~ommunal rnaize production statistics show that the mean production for the 

same penod is 653,000 rnetic tonnes, a standard deviation of 409,000 metric tonnes, a 

maximum of 1,609,Oûû metiic tonnes and a minimum of 1 15,000 metric tonnes. 

A measme of the rnovuig average has been used to depict the upward and downward 

trends in maize production overtime. For the 196 1 to 1995 period, measured by a five year 

moving average commenial maize production reached a high of 1.7 17 W o n  metric tonnes 

in 198 1, thenafter production has beai on a downward trend to a low of M0,ûûû metric 



Table 5: Mai= Production , GMB incake and Consumption in Zimbabwe ( 196 1 to 1995). 

Yeu Nationai Commercial Communal Total Commercial Communal National 
Maize Mrrize Mruze G.M.B G M B  G.M.B Consurnpt ion 
Production Production Production Intrilre lntake Int ake Requiremen ts 
(000'sMT) (00û'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) 



Table 5 corrririrrrd 
- - - - - - 

Year National Commercial Communal Totd Commercial Communal National 
Maize Make bbize Maize Mriize mai% Consumpt ion 
Production Production Production hake Intake h a k e  Requirements 
(000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (000'sMT) (0008sMT) (000'sMT) 

Source: Grain Marketing Board, Zimbabwe (1994). 



Table 6: Descriptive Statistics on Maize Production and GMB Intake in Zimbabwe. 
(196 1-95) 

National Commercial Communal Commercial Communal 
Maize Maize Maize Maize Maize 
Production Production Production Intake Intake 
(000's MTs) (000's MTs) (000's MTs) (000's MT'S) (000's MTs) 

Standard Error 103 63 69 82 62 

Standard Deviation 607 373 409 365 279 

Variance 368,830 138,969 167,410 133,2 14 77,594 

Minimum 36 1 246 115 12 0.72 

Maximum 2,7 17 1,7 17 1,609 1,650 819 

Sum 52,607 29,750 22,857 13,284 6860 

Coefficient of 
Variation 40 44 63 55 8 1 
(STD DEV / Mean) 
(Percent) 

tonnes in 1995. This is about 7 1 percent below peak production in 198 1 

(Appendix, Figure 5). On the other hand communal rnaize production during the same 

period has experienced a high of 1.609.00 metxic tonnes in 1988, since then production is 

shown to ôe on a downward trend to a low of 339,600 metric tonnes in 1995. This is about 

79 percent below peak production in 1988 (Appendix, Figure 4). The d a n c e  in 

production trends between cornme~:ia.i and communal maize production couid be due to an 

increase in area planted in the communal sector and a decrease in area planted in the 

Commercial Sector. At the national Ievel. since 1980 totai area planted to maizc has reached 

a high of 1,416,000 hectares in 1982. Area planted to maizc by communal fsmicrs has gone 

fkom a low of 477,000 hectares in 1973 to a high of 1,169,OOO hectares in 1994. thus a 59 



percent increase in area planted. For the çôme penod area planted to maize by commercial 

farmers has gone from a high of 388,000 hectares in 1972 to a low of 153,000 hectares in 

1992, thus a 6 1 percent dencase in area planted (Appendix, Figure 61, Commercial farmers 

diversifid into cash crop production. Total area planted to maize is shown to be on a 

downward trend to a low of 881,ûûû hec?ares in 1992, thus about 38 percent decline in a n a  

planted. Since 1980. National maize production has gone from a high of 2,717,000 meaic 

tonnes in 1981 to a low of 361,000 metric tonnes in 1992 and 840,000 metric tonnes in 

1995, thus a decline in national maize production from the peak, of about 87 percent and 69 

percent respectively (Appendix. Figure 4). National malle production, measured by a five 

year moving average is shown to have a steady increase up until 1989, since then maize 

production is shown to be on a downward trend (Appendix, Figure 7). This could have been 

caused mostly by the weathm variable because since 1983 Zimbabwe has expenenced four 

major drought periods (see Table 3 in Chapter 1). The coefficient of variation is used to 

determine the variations in & production for both the Large Scale and Small Scale maize 

producers. The Coefficient of variation shows that Small Scale maize producers experience 

more maize production variation than the Large Scale maize producers (see Table 6). Per 

Capita National maize production is shown to be on the downward trend from 1975 to 1995 

(Appendix, Figures 8). 

Using production as a dependent variable and time as an independent variable, 

simple OLS regressions were run to produce estimates on production trends, both for 

nominal national maize production and per capita national production for the periods 1961 

to 1995, 1961 to 1979 and 1980 to 1995. (Appendix, Figures 9, 10.1 1,12 and 13 at end 



of chapter 2). The series of per capita maize production data is broken into two series, 196 1 

to 1979 and 1980 to 1995 because of the trends depicteâ in the five year moving average. 

A five year moving average shows that per capita maim production took a downward trend 

from 1980 to 1995. For the period 1961 to 1995 national mhe production is shown to have 

an upward trend (Appendix, Figure 7). During the period 196 1 to 1979 norminal national 

maize production is shown to have an upward trend (Appendk, Figure 9). During the 

period 1980 to 1995 nominal national ma& production is shown to have a downward trend 

(Appendix, Figure 10). M e a d  by the estimated trend iine national rnaize production has 

decline, form a high of 1,869,000 metric tonnes to 1,446,000 metric tonnes, thus a 22 

percent decline in norminal national maize production for the period 1980 to 1995 

(Appendix, Figure 10). Per capita national maire production in Zimbabwe, is shown to have 

a downward a n d  for the production period 196 1 to 1995, thus per capita production 

mea~u~ed by the estunatecl trend line has declined, from a high of 334,000 me& tonnes to 

a low of 249,000 metric tonnes, thus a 25 percent decline in per capita production 

(Appendix, Figure 1 1). During the 196 1 to 1979 period per capita maize production is 

shown to have an upward trend (Appendix, Figure 12), while for the 1980 to 1995 period 

per capita maize production measured by the estimated üend line, has declined from 359,000 

metric tomes to 213,000 rnetic tonnes, thus about 40 percent deciine in per capita 

production (Appendk, Figure 13). Given the production statistic presented above, 

Zimbabwe's maize production problems have been concentrated in the 1980 to 1995 

production period. Since maize production pmblems were expaienced in this time period, 

this study will use this t h e  period as the basis for analysis. 



Table 7 : Summary of maize usage in Zimbabwe, (1961-94). 
Maize Feed Maize Seed W z e  Food Maize Wme 

Yew 1OOOMT 1OOOMT 1 m M T  1OOOMT 

Avernees 26 1.67647 3 1 SB8235 8 13.823529 179.85294 1 
Source: F.A.O., (1995). 



2.3 Maize Consumption in Zimbabwe 

Table 7 shows historical data on maize usage in Zimbabwe for the period 196 1 to 

1994. Most of the maize produceâ in Zimbabwe is used for human consumption and the 

remainder is used as maize feed, maize seed or is wasted . For this 34 year t h e  period, a 

yearly average of about 8 14,ûûû metric tonnes of maize was used for human consumption, 

262,000 metric tonnes as livestock feed, 3 1,000 mehic tonnes as seed and 180,000 metric 

tomes is wasted. In a nonnai year govemment estimates that, Zimbabwe requires an average 

of 750,000 to 900,000 metric tonnes of maize for human consumption. Per Capita maize 

consumption is shown to have a sieady upward trend, with an average yearly consumption 

of 1 18 killograrns Figure 1 in Chapter 1 . Table 8 shows maize consumption requiremenu 

by province or region for the 1995 period. The total national maïze consumption 

requirements for the 1994/95 pend was 1,227,410 metric tonnes. Since the highest 

yielding production surplus region II is situatcd in the Nothem part of the country a 

considerable amount of maize has to be transportcd to the dtficit rcgions IV, V , and III, 

516,568 metric tonnes a year, or 42 percent of total national maize consumption 

requirements. Total maize requiremcnts for both regions IV and V amounteù to 362,907 

metric tonnes a year, thus 30 percent of totai national maize consumption requirements . 

Figure 14 shows the major fiows of marketed maiÿe, its origins and destinations. The 

dominant movements are eviâent and indicate the surplus to deficit amt pattern. What is also 

apparent is the generaily northem to southem flow of maize. Thc Grain Marketing Board 

transports about 200,000 tonnes of maizc annuaily to Bulawayo, the main Southem urban 

center in Natural Region V and a further 100,000 to 2ûû.000 tonnes to Zishavana, Gweru 



and Masvingo, which are in Natural Regions lIl and IV, generally from depots in region Il. 

This put. a heavy load on the criticai scarcity of transport capacity and becames a logistical 

pro blem. 

In years when national production is below national consumption, the production 

consurnption gap has to be fiUed through imports. Measured by the irnport dependancy ratio 

thus (imports divided by domestic stocks) Table 9, Zimbabwe is s h o w  to be self sufficient 

in maize production except in drought periods. Table 9 shows that the highest irnpon 

dependancy ratio was in 1993, during the worst drought that Zimbabwe had ever 

experiend. Sinçe 1980 to 1995 the country has imported maize 7 tirnes out of the 16 year 

penod, thus 44 percent of the the. 



1 
Figure 14: Rows of Major Maize Ongins and Distributions in Zimbabwe 



Table 8: Maize Consumption Requirements by Province (1995). 

Yearly Consumption 
Requirements 

Province Region Po~ulation KdPerson (1000) MT 
Manicaland 1 1537676 118 18 1446 
Mashonaland Central II 8573 18 118 101 164 
Mashonaland East II 1033336 118 121934 
Mashonaland West II 1 1 16928 118 131798 
Midland III 1302214 118 153661 
Masvingo N 122 1 845 118 144178 
Matebeleland North V 640957 118 75633 
Matebeleland South V 59 1747 118 69826 
Harare II 1478810 118 174500 
Bulawayo V 620936 118 73270 

To ta1 10401 767 7410 
Source: Central S tatisticai Office, Government of Zimbabwe, Horan (1 995). 

Table 9: import Dependency Ratio for Maize in Zimbabwe (1980-95) 

Year ImDort De~endancv Ratio 

1995 0.36 
Source: Grain Marketing Board, Harare (1980-95) 



Table 10. Summary on National Maize Roduction, Availability, Change in Stocks, Expom 
and imports For the Period, (1970-95). 

Yeiu Nationai Mruze Change in M h  Maize 
Production Avriilabili ty Stocks Expons hports 
1000 MT 1000 MT 1OOO MT 1000 MT 1OOO MT 

1995* 100 200 
Source: F.A.O., (1 995) 

* Major Drought Years. 



hports play a criticai role in bridging the gap between production and consumption. 

Table 10 shows historical data on national rnaize production, r n a k  sugply, change in 

domedc stocks, exports and hpom for the penod 1970 to 1995. Data shows that domestic 

opening stocks have ôeen above the yearly consumption requirements of about 80,000 

metric tonnes, thus 6 tirnes out of the 16 year period, about 38 percent of the t h e .  This 

occured in 1983, 1984, 1987, 1988, 1990, and 199 1. With the highest amount of stocks 

king held in 1988 and the highest irnports king realized in 1992. In times of surplus maize 

production, exports play an important role in terrns of generating foreign currency from 

maize sales outside the country. Managing maize domestic stocks, maize imports and maize 

exports is a necessary condition for maize avaiiability and food security in general. The 

maize production - consumption gap is explained fully in Chapter 3, were the extent of the 

production - consumption problem is addressed. 

2.4 A Review of the Opentions and Logistics for the Zimbabwean Grain Marketing 

System. 

The involvernent of the government in fam prognuns dates back to the 1930's. 

Monopoly marketing boards were created and empowered to control and regdate the 

production and marketing of farm products. The main reason was to create conditions in 

which the agicultural sector in an environmentally suitable way play the following roles in 

the development of the country: 

a) produce a supply of food necessary to f d  the entire population; 

b) maintain an appropriate strategic food reserve that aîlows for viable exportable 

surpluses; 



c)  create or generate economk growth in the economy; 

d) sustain employment in the agricultural sector: 

e) improve the standards of Living and the quality of iife of farm families, in particular 

those in the rural areas; 

f) conmbute to the improvement of balance of payments both through increasing 

export eamings and generating hpon savings and 

g) produce and supply raw materials for the manufacturing industry. 

Maize is the most important product of Zimbabwe's agricultural system Because of 

its primary importance as a national foodcrop maize becarne controlîed by the govenunent 

as early as the great depression of the 1930's. The grain board. a parastatal, handles six 

controlled crops and five regulated crops. The controiled crops were; maize, soyabeans, 

goundnuts, white sorghum, sunfiower seed and coffee, while the regulated ones are r d  

sorghum, hger miilet, pearl miUet, edible beans and nce. As of to date the Grain Marketing 

System has ben dereguiated aiiowing produars fne trade in ai i  anas. The only crop which 

rernains regdated is maize, this is b u s e  of its importance as the country's staple food. The 

G.M.B establishes the floor price for maize and is obligated to purchase ail surpluses offered 

to it by producers (acting as a residual buyer). 

During the MarchIAprii pend , the govemrnent establishes proàucer pnces for ail 

controiied crops that will be produced during the next f d g  season. For maize the 

established pnces are important to prducerls planting decisions in ûctober/Novernber since 

it reflects the pnce to be paid by the Grain marketing Board for mahe harvested in the 

foiiowing March/April period. Produca pnces are estaMished approximately one year to 



Figure 15: Flow Chart Showing the Grain Marketing System in Zimbabwe 
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actual production. The established prices are based on the cment stocks of maize held by 

the G.M.B.., anticipated maize purchases by the G.M.B. during the May to October period, 

farmer's cost of production, export oppominities and the Board's trading position. During 

the May to October months farmers have the options of either s e h g  rnaize to the G.M.B., 

to other potential buyers or retain maize for on fam use (e.g.), feeding of livestock or 

human consumption. The G.M.B. stores the grain and evenhidy seiis to end users such as 

millers, brewenes, stock-feeders or to export markets. The end usas (domestic) sel1 their 

products to wholesalers and retaiiers who in-turn seiï to the individual consumer. About 80 

percent of the G.M.B. sales are to miilers and stock-feeders, with one milier accounting for 

over 50 percent of G.M.B sales. A flow chart on the Zimbabwean grain marketing system 

is iîiustrated in Figure 15. Until as rexent as 1992/93, the Grain Marketing Board, (G.M.B) 

a parastatal marketing agency, has been the sole buyer and seller of al1 major grains in 

Zimbabwe. The G.M.B was instructed to buy aii controllcd grains that were offered by 

producers at a price set by the government, and to seli aU the grains demanded at pnces set 

by the govemment. Econornic development in Zimbabwe has moved towards liberalizing 

the grain market structure. Such changes would affect established organizational and 

operational patterns and functions of the G.M.B. The G.M.B still maintains the function of 

setting a floor price for maize, and fûnctions as a nsidual buyer of maize. The board is 

required to buy al1 the maize brought to its depots. The G.M.B also maintains its functions 

of s t o ~ g ,  handling imports and exports of national stocks. The Grain Marketing System has 

been characterized as predominately a one way flow of grain b r n  commercial and small- 

scak producers to urban areas, wheic ccntralized millùig and stomge facilities arc located. 



After production, grain is sold to the Grain Marketing Board depots in urban centers, 

Grain Marketing Board colidon points in rural areas, Licensed private traders that operate 

on behaif of the Grain Marketing Board, to breweries, to d e r s  in urban centers. in the case 

of communal farmers. some grain is retumed for consumption. Commercial farmers also 

retain some grain for use as Livestock feed. On the supply side, grain comes from imports, 

G.M.B intake from both commercial and communal producers, and end stocks. At tirnes of 

severe maize shortages grain can be obtained as food aid. G.M.B intake is a function of 

producer price, end stocks, weather and quantity prduced in a given year. G.M.B disposal 

depends on exports, stock accumulation and G.M.B sales. 

An inverse relationship between G.M.B intake and sales develops during bumper 

years and drought years In tirnes of bumper crops, which were experienced in 198018 1 and 

1984/85, grain intake Uicreased, and grain outfïow from the G.M.B to end user is  reduced, 

thus sales were low. On the other hand. in drought years, which w m  experienced in 

1981/82,1982/83,1986/87.1991/92 and 1995 the supply of grain to the G.M.B was srnail. 

Consequently intake was reduced and G.M.B outfiows increased, ihus sales were high. 

Maize stocks held by the grain marketing authorities iike the G.M.B perfonn two broad 

func tions; 

a) provide a working stock for normal operational requirements; and 

b) provides a reserve for periods of deficit. 

The prirnary hinction of holding stocks is to provide a working stock for day to day 

requirements. Therefore, the need to hold stocks for distribution between hawests is an 

option. As the G.M.B has the function of transporthg grain ffom surplus areas to deficit 



areas. During surplus periods, a transport problem is created adding costs to the Board. The 

second generaîiy accepteci îunction is to provide a reserve, usualiy refemd to as a strategic 

reserve or buffer stock, for use in times of production short falis and drought or sUnilar 

disasters. A strategic reserve attempts to provide stability across seasons. At present there 

is no explicit reserve stocking pclicy in Zimbabwe. The G.M.B. foliows the principle of 

holding one full years' supply as a reserve (750.000 to 800,000) tonnes. In 1995 reserve 

stocks were kept at 9 3 6 , O  tonnes at a cost of 2$949,686. By any standards this is a large 

reserve and costly to maintain. Thexe is need to clarify the actual intendeci reserve stocks to 

be held by the G.M.B. Some farmers have argued that a resewe stock as low as 400,000 

tonnes should be set. The argument king large cany over stocks tend to depress producer 

prices. Issues of logistics in the marketing system are of central conceni in this study. The 

question is, what are the appropriate logistical approachcs to a marketing system under crisis 

conditions. 

2.4.1 The Grain Marketing Board hport Logistical Roblems 

In periods of seveze food shortages such as the 1991/92 drought, land locked 

Zimbabwe faces an import logisticai problem. The G.M.B. faced serious logistical problems 

in importing rnaize in the face of the severest drought in 199 1/92. Domestic stocks of maize 

had falien to almost zero. hought was affeçting the whole of the Southern African region, 

placing even pater pressure on transport and handling infrasüucture. Forecasts for intake 

for the season were 67, 000 tonnes, compared with 1.2 W o n  in an average year. The 

G.M.B. planned to irnport 2.5 million tonnes of grain by May 1993. Since the November 

1991 the G.M.B. had only managtd to hport 100.000 tomes of maize, or less than 1,000 



tonnes a day. This represented one fifth of the daily consumption requirements of 5,000 

tonnes. During March 1992 the Govemment authorized the importation of a further 540,000 

tonnes of maize to supplement the 100,000 tonnes authorized in November 1991. ûrders 

were placed, but the G.M.B. was faced with an extreme logistical problem of physicaily 

getting the maize into the country. Logistics at strategic grain handling facilities will have 

to be improved to facilitate efficient movement of grain to meet food security goals, in times 

of severe food shortages. 

2.5 Agriculturnl Policies a f f d n g  Maize Production, Marketing and Consumption 

The dominant agriculairal poîicies in Zimbabwe in the 1980's were that of achieving 

and maintaining food security, irnproving income levels for small farm households and 

increasing foreign exchange earnings/savings. In the earIy 1990's, govement adopted 

strategies intended to; 

- stabiiize national food supplies in the face of recumnt droughts; 

- stimulate food and cash crop production arnong large and smaii-scale farmers to 

facilitate the generation of foreign exchange for irnports; 

- stimulate the inmeased marketing of food and cash crops; and 

- irnprove household food security throughout the country. 

This study focuses more on the first strategy, the other strategies are discussed lighily. The 

strategy that the govement pinsues in managing production, storage and distribution of 

maite is of great importance for producers, consurners, govemment budget and the 

govern ment's po iitical support. The operations of production, procwement, storage and 

distribution of maize has major weîfare effects to the nation as a whole. Efficient 



organization of the grain Uidusay wiU be of great importance in terms of both reducing 

govenunent budget corn and achieving food security. Food security can be achieved through 

the availability of grain at the t h e  when it is needed at low cost at officiai estabiished food 

markets. A permanent program. or policy is needed to make sure that food is available to 

households in the low rainfall communal lands. 

2.5.1 Price Policy 

In many respects the gricing system in Zimbabwe represents a tradition of 

intervention which has been in place for many years. The principal mechanisms for 

intervention have been tlmiugh crop marketing boards possessing monopoly powers within 

their respective domestic markets, and the administrative detennination of both producer and 

to some extent consumer pnces. Producer and seIling prices of controkd agriculturd 

products are fixed by governent on a formula that weigha viabilty, implications on 

parastatal trading accounts and consumer welfare and equity more than market forces of 

supply and demand. Roducer prices are thetefore set relative to f m  costs of production on 

a cost plus basis. 'i'hey are pan-tenitonal and pan-seasonaï. Consumer pnces are set relative 

to changes in purchashg powa of industrial wages, with any dinerence beîween these and 

GMB's procurement and marketing costs being met by state subventions. The objectives of 

the pricing policy are; 

a) to attain food self sufficiency; 

b) promote inexpensive food supplies for low income groups; 

C) enhance foreign exchange earnings; and 

d) increase supply of inputs to the indnstry. 



A riumber of policy questions can be addressed: a) can the government implement 

an incentive policy to farmers with irrigated land as insurance against drought crisis, thus 

drawing from surpluses as needed? b) can the government set aside hard currency as 

insurance for foreign cunency in time of imports needs? c) what would be the trade-of 

between livestodc and humans in terrns of maize requirements? d) what an the optimal 

policies for storage, handihg and transportation during crisis conditions? e) can price and 

subsidy policy be variables of concem? The otha question ta be addressed is, given the 

drought crisis such as the 1991/92 crisis, can the cment marketing system maintain the 

requird maize grain supplies in both the pends of severe drought and ahost normal 

harvests, as to improve food security at least cost? A country faced with fluctuations in the 

production of a staple food grain is often lefi with three choice decisions; change 

consumption, change foreign trade, or change domestic stocks. This study will concentrate 

on issues relateci to coping with situations of severe drought such as 1991/92. The issue is 

the optimal rneans for Zimbabwe to prepare for a situation such as the 199 1/92 drought in 

terms of having the maize grain available and / or the mems to acccss extemal maize as 

required. 
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Figure 4: Zimbabwe Maize Production 
For the Period (1961-95) 
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Figure 5:Cornmercial Maize Production 
(1937-1995) 
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Figure 6: Area Planted to Maize 
(1970-94) 
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Figure 8: Zimbabwe Maize Production 
Per Capita Maize Production (1961-95) 
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Figure 9: Maize Production Trend 
(196 1-79) 
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Figure 10: Maize Production Trend 
(1980-95) 
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Figure 11: Per Capita Maize Production 
Estimates for the Period (1961-95) 
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Figure 12: Per Capita Maize Production 
Estimates for the Periad (1961-79) 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXTENT OF THE MAIZE AVAILABILITY PROBLEM 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a discussion on the extent of the mai= availability problem. 

An introduction on drought and its effects on maize availabitity and Zimbabwe's weather 

patterns and their effects on maize avaiiability are presented. The discussion includes: 

variation in rainfall and maize availability; production trends, maize availability problems 

and production variability ; trends in maize availabilty, m a k  domestic stocks, maize 

imports and maize exports; and the extent and magnitude of the ciifference between maize 

availability and consumption needs. An evaluation of maize shortfalls, assigning 

probabities and percentages to mai= availabiüty and consumption needs, is presented. 

3 2  Drought and its Effects on Maize availability. 

During the 199 1/92 drought in Southem M i c a ,  a total of 86 million people, 72 

pexcent of the region's popuiation, and 2.6 million square miles of the land were reported to 

have been affected to varying degrees by a drought of enormous seventy and extent 

(World Disasters Report, 1994). Drought place. 20 million people in the SAM= couniries 

at serious nsk. This prompteci the importation of maize into the region. Maize had to be 

transported into land locked cwntries such as Zimbabwe - through long over land routes and 

a net work of export oriented ports, roads and railways, a logistics effort of daunting 

proportion. 



In Juiy 1995, Zimbabwe declared a state of disaster in the communal, resettle ment 

and srnall-scale farming areas. Noting that the ârought affecting the country threatened the 

life and weil being of people in these areas. The country needed to feed and protect more 

than five million people affectexi by drought in a programme that was estimated to cost 2$2 

Billion (The Herald, July, 1995). Drought jeopardizes every aspect of peoples Lives, crop 

and livestock, jobs, possessions and savings, the social cohesion, economic and political 

stability of the cornrnunities and their health. hought in Zimbabwe is a recumnt short and 

long-tam phenomenon. Devdopmnt policies shouid incorporate strategies that mitigate the 

impact of and reduce vuinerability of future droughts. 

Zimbabwe experienced the worst drought in 1991/92. While the historical mean 

rainfall is 663 mm per year, rainfall during the agricultural season 1991/92 was 335 mm 

which was 5 1 percent of normal rainfall. The failure of the 1991/92 rainy season resulted 

in an almost complete crop loss. The volume of agricultural production feil by one third, 

contributing only 8 percent to the GDP compared to 16 percent in normal years 

( S m  1992). in Aprii 1992, national mahe production was cstimated to be 362,000 metric 

tonnes which was less 20 percent of the average for the seasons of 1988-90. With an 

estimated average monthly consumption of about 100.000 metric tonnes during the drought 

period, there was need to import 1, 2ûû.000 metric tonnes of mai= to make up for the 

shortfaii. 

The drought coincided with the global econornic recession declining export earnings 

and the effect on oil pnces of the 1990 Gulf crisis. The Structural Adjusmient Programme 

was underway in Zimbabwe, leading to nsing food pnces and declining public sector 



spending and employrnent. To comply with international demands for rigorous economic 

reforrn programme, Zimbabwe sold most of its 1,200,000 metric tonnes of national maize 

reserves to contain apparently unaffordable storage costs. A year later the country had to 

import maize at three times the price per tonne it received for the stockpile. 

The maize availability situation was aggravated because reserve stocks were aiiowed 

to dedine. Despite the warning signals of potential maize shortages, early as July 1991, the 

government did not take the necessary measures to ensure that adequate stocks were 

rnaintained. Commercial imports of cereals were only initiateci in Novernber 199 1. As a 

result of the delayed action, maize stocks feii from 643,000 metric tonnes to 42,000 metric 

tonnes by April 1992. This revelation of events has Lcd to the scope of this study that 

presenu an analysis of irnproving maize availability during crisis conditions. 

in view of a drought crisis of 1991/92 that led to mai= shortages, the Zimbawean 

govemrnent responded with daerent policy measures. Given thaî the National Early 

Warning Unit had produceci monthly bulletins on the predicted maize production, demand, 

stock level and impîications for imports, actual steps to import maize were not made in tirne, 

leadhg to malle shortages in both the urban arcas and the drought affect& mal areas. The 

delay in the decision to Unport maize reveals poor logistics policy measures. Once maire 

shortages started, the Grain Marketing Board originaiiy intended to l ave  existing scarce 

supplies of maize in rural depots for purchase by nual consumers and for use in rurd 

drought relief operations. However it was later dezided to reallocate most of the maize 

stocks to urban industrial millers for urban consumption, also most import supplies were 

confined to industrial miiîers. Most private traders and s m d  rnillers were restricted from 



buying more than one 90kg bag per month €rom the Grain Marketing Board under the 

assumption that these agents were hoarding or would feed the maize to livestock. These 

policies were intended to maximize scarce maize supplies for human consumption. Finally, 

the govenunent put a large subsidy on industrial rouer-meal to keep food costs low. 

These policies had unforseen effects. First, the subsidy on the maize meai became 

prohibitively expensive because of the difference in the import parîty pnce which was higher 

than the subsidized seiiing pnce to industrial mülas. Second, the maize subsidy was not 

king transferred M y  to consumers as intended, because of import conseaints. The demand 

for malle meal outstrïpped supplies causing excess demand. The actual street pnce of maize 

meal doubled the controlled price. Also the subsidy created substantial differences in 

Zimbabwean rnak meai prias, ex-miii and pnces in neighboring countries, causing illegal 

outflows of maize to Mozambique and Bostwana. Third, the decision to reallocate the 

remaining supplies of maize fkom m a l  areas to industrial millers worsened rural rnaize 

shortages and infîated n d  maize prices fat beyond those in urban areas. Failure to make 

grain available in rurai arcas forced many mal  houscholds to seii Livestock and buy food. 

Yet draught livestock are a criticai input in land prcparation for cmp production and 

marketing. Zirribabwe's experience of the 1991/92 drought crisis which lead to maize 

shortages reflects the need for timely identification, dissemination of emerging trends, and 

a mechanism to translate this information into tirnely action. 

3.3 A Review of Zimbabwe's Weather Patterns 

Among other economic variables, weather has ban shown to be an important 

variable in detmnining the variability of maùe production in Zimbabwe. The country's 



droughts of 1946/47,1967/68, 1972/73, 1982/83,84. the worst drought in 1991/92 and the 

ment 1994195 drought bears testimony. Of these the 1991/92 rainfall season was the worst 

followed by the drought of 1946/47. Droughts of this nature bring instability in maize 

production, therefore increasing the risk and uncertainity in the agriculniral sector and 

concem for food secirrity in Zimbabwe. Droughts according to one of the many defhitions, 

is the unfullillment of the expected rainfali. In semi-arid Zimbabwe over 70 percent of the 

population depends entirely upon summer min fed agriculture for survival. Drought resuits 

in reduced harvests, livestock losses, malnutrition, starvation and general econornic hardship 

in both rural and urban comrnunities. 

As shown in Table 1 1. Zimbabwe's weather patterns are variable, since 1970 the 

country has experienced five major droughts, with four of these droughts oceuring from 

1983 to 1995. This shows that the occurance of drought has been more fiequent in recent 

years thus addding to the food security problem. Using historicd data for the years 1937 

to 1995 a five year moving average 

on both seasonal and critical rainfall shows a decline in rainfaii from 1980 to 1995 

(Appendix, Figures 22 and 23 in Chapter 3). Seasonal rainfall is defined as annual rainfall 

and critical rainfali is defined as rainfall received during the critical months of the growing 

season, thus, from November to January. n i e  historical data show a cyclical pattern of the 

below average rainfall or lowest rainfaii king experienced almost every 10 years in a 30 

year p e n d  of (1 967-1972- 1982). During a 36 year period fiom 196 1 to 1996 the country 

had rainfali above normal in 1973, 1977. 1980, and 1996. Thus 4 timcs out of a 35 year 

period translating to about 1 1 percent of the given time. If 700 miilimeters is the minimum 



Table 11: Summary of Commercial and Communal Maize Production, Combined with 
Seasonal and Critical Rainfall, (1970-95). 

Y e u  Commercial Communid National Seasonai Rain Critical Rain 
Production Roduc tion Production 

340 840 418.80 
Source: Grain Marketing Board and Cenval Stiuisticd Office, Gwemment of Zimbabwe, Harare (1995). 

* Major I)rought Years. Bold Nurnbem Good Rainfall 



droughts in Zimbabwe. Preliminary results have indicated that prediction of droughts is 

possible However at present the prediction is merely a probability of occurrence rather than 

a defini tive s tatemen t. 

One of the phenomenor currentiy under investigation is the El Nino. This is a term 

which describes abnormal wann water that occassionally appears off the coasu of Ecuador 

and Peru in South America in December. Intense world-wide data gathering by scientists in 

the sixties has now confirmecl that the El Nino is a significant part of the large-scaie 

atmospheric circulation. On- going research has indicated that there is an association 

between droughts in Zimbabwe and the El Nino. Researchers found that between 1973 and 

1990 Zimbabwe's rainfaii and maize yields fluctuated in lock step with the osciliating 

surface temperatures in the tropic Pacifc, dropping in years when the temperatures were 

above nomial (an El Nino event) and rising in years when the temperatures dropped below 

normal ( an occwance known as La Nina). Current consensus suggest that major El Nino 

events have a return inmal of fou to five years. In addition, when it occurs, it ofien lasts 

from 12 to 18 months if the trend continues then the next major &ought is expecteû around 

1997. However droughts in Zimbabwe occur simultaneously with major El Nino evenu only 

in 32 percent of the cases (Makarau, 1993). 

Seasonal rainfali pattans in Zimbabwe are also linked with sea surface temperatures 

in the indian Ocean, especially in the equatonal region between India and Madagascar. The 

relationship accounting for about one third of the variation in rainfall over Zimbabwe, 

anticipates the El Nino by more than three months (Makamu, 1993). Thus, scientists daim 

that, the Indian Ocean sea surface temperatures offer a much better objective tool to use in 



Table 12: Contingency Table showhg Occurrence of Extreme RainfaU in Zimbabwe, 
El Nino (High ENSO) and La Xina (Low ENSO) Events from (1901-92) . 

Excess Rainfali Drounht Season Normal Season 
- - - - -  - 

EL Nino 1914,1922 191 1,1923,1946 1912, 1918, 1919 
Yeu 1952,1977 1972, 1981,1982 1925, 1926,1930 
High 1986,1991 1932, 194,1941 
(ENSO) 1951, 1957, 1965 

1969 

- - - -  - 

La Nina 1917,1924 1915,1963 1904,1909, 1950 
Year 1928,1938 1956, 1964, 1970 
Low 1954,1973 1971,1975, 1988 
(ENSO) 

Neither 1901,1980 1913,1921,1959 Rernaining Years 
1967,1983 

To ta1 (2) (5) (43) 
Source: Belvedere Weather Station 

attempting to predict seasonal rainfaü weil in advance. niese new fmdings suggest that 

scientists can use predictions of this nature to forcoist crop conditions in Zimbabwe as much 

as a year in advance, wiabling plannas to anticipate and copc with droughts. Thus, 

providing a powerfui new tool for agricuitural planncrs Table 12, shows a contingency table 

indicating the association betwcen extreme ENSO years and extreme rainfall years in 

Zimbabwe (Ropelewski and Jones, 1993). 

3.4 Variation in Rainfall and Maize Availability Decline 

The underlying assurnption in this study is that most of the annual variation in maize 

availabity is a product of forces beyond those controiled by the govemrnent (e.g) rnaize 

priocs, input pnces or prices for altanative crops. Rainfaii is hypothesized to be a significant 



variable contributhg to the variation in rnaize availabilty. The theoretical assumption is that 

there are no shifts in demand for maize, shifts wiU only occur annuaiiy as population 

increases. Maïze supply shifts to the left as supply decreases because of rainfail variations 

caused by droughts. 

To test the above underlined hypothesis, Ordinary Least Squares ngressions where 

performed for both the Commercial and Smaü Scaie fa-g sectors. OLS regression 

equations where run with maize yields bang dependent on seasonal rainfall. time trend, and 

critical rainfall defined as rainfall received during the criticai growing months of November 

to January. Table 13 presents regression results showing Commercial mai= yields king 

dependent on seasonal rainfail and tirne trend for the tirne period 1961 to 1995. The R' of 

0.66 shows that the independent variables used in the mai= yield equation explains 66 

percent of the variation in maize yields. T statistics of 6.44 for seasonal rain show that this 

variable is signincant at the 0.5 percent level of significance. The time trend variable has a 

T statistic of 1.14 showing iittle significance. AU variables carry the correct theoretical 

signs. There is a positive relationship betwctn maizc yields and seasonai rainfaiî, as seasonal 

rainfaii incneases, maize yïeids increase. The Durbin - Watson statistic of approxirnately 2 

indicates that there is negative senal correIation. 

Table 14 presents regression results showing Smail Scale maize yields as king 

dependent on seasonal rainfaii and tirne trend for the t h e  period 196 1 to 1995. The R~ of 

0.M shows that the independent variables explain M paan t  of the variation in maize yields 

in the Small Scale fa-g sector. AU variables cany the right signs and both seasonai 

rainfall and tirne trend have a T statistics of 4.21 and 3.39 respectively, showing 



significance at the 0.5 percent significance level. A D.W statistic of 1.74 shows negative 

serial correlation. 

Tables 15 and 16 presents regression results on maize yields for both Commercial 

and Small Scale faming sectors maize as king dependent on critical rainfall and time trend. 

Table 15 presents regression results showing Commercial maize yields being dependent on 

critical rainfall and time trend for the tirne period 196 1 to 1995. The R~ of 0.40 shows that 

the independent variables used in the maize yield equation enplains 40 percent of the 

variation in maize yileds. T statistics of 3.80 for critical rainfall show that this variable is 

signifiant at the 0.5 percent level of significance. The time trend variable has a T statistic 

of 1.08 showing Little significance. AU variables show that they cany the correct theoretical 

signs. Thcre is a positive relationship between maize yields and critical rainfall, as critical 

tainf' increases, mai= yields increase. The Durbin - Watson @.W) statistic of 1.86 shows 

no signs of serial correlation. 

Table 16 presents ngression resuits showing Small Scale mai= yields as being 

dependent on aitical rainfall and tim trend for the iim paiod 1%1 to 1995. The R' of 0.3 1 

shows that the independent variables explain 30 percent of the variation in rnaize yields in 

the Small Scale farming sector. Al1 variables carry the right signs, and both critical rainfali 

and time trend have T statistics of 2.8 1 and 2.65 respectively, showing significance at the 

0.5 percent significance level. A D.W statistic of 1.73 shows negative serial correlation. 

Given the variables specified in the above OLS regression cquations, results support the 

hypothesis that rauifail is a significant determinant of m a i z  yield variation in both the 

Commercial and Small Sc& faxming sectors. The tirne trend variable is only significant in 



Table 13: Contribution of Tune Trend and Seasonal Rainfall to Commercial Maize Yields in 
Zimbabwe, Dependent Variable (Maize Yields) (196 1 - 1995) 

independent/ Coefficient Standard Enor T. Ratio 
Variable 

- -- - 

Constant -41672 0.3742E45 -1.1 1 

Time Trend 2 1.469 18.77 1.14 

Seasonal Rain 4.343 0.68 6.44" 
Note: * Significant at 0.5 percent level 

R.Squared = 0.66 
D.W. Statistic = 1.9 

Table 14: Contribution of Time Trend and Seasonal Rainfd to Small Scaie Maize Yields in 
Zimbabwe, Dependent Variable (Maize Yields) (1  96 1 - 1995) 

Independent/ Coefficient Standard Error T. Ratio 
Variable 

Constant -60289 0.1784EH5 -3.38 

Time Trend 30.36 8.955 3.39 

Seasonal Rain 1.28 0.304 4.2 1 * 
Note: * Significant at 0.5 percent Ievcl 

R.Squared = 0.50 
D.W. Statistic = 1.74 



Table 15: Contribution of T i e  Trend and Critical Rainfaîï to Commercial Maize Yields 
in Zimbabwe, Dependent Variable (Maize Yields) (1961-1995) 

independent/ Coefficient Standard Error T. Ratio 
Variable 

Constant -6 1226 0.5860E+05 - 1 .O5 

Time Trend 3 1.768 29.41 1 .O8 

Critical Rain 3.834 1.010 3.80* 
Note: * Significant at 0.5 percent level 

R.Squared = 0.40 
D.W. Statistic = 1.86 

Table 16: Contribution of Time Trend and Critical RainfaU to SmaU Scale Maize Yields in 
Zimbabwe, Dependent Variable (Maize Yields) (1961-1995) 

Independent/ Coefficient Standard Error T. Ratio 
Variable 

- -- 

Constant -64089 0.2433E+05 -2.63 

Time Trend 32.408 12.22 2.65 

Critical Rain 1.1 17 0.398 2.8 1 * 
Note: * Signifïcant at 0.5 percent level 

R. Squared = 0.3 1 
D.W. Statistic = 1.73 



the Smail Scaie farming sector. This suggests that there has been more techniça1 and 

institutional changes in the Small Scale fannuig sector. 

3.5 Production Trends and Maize Avaihbility Pmbtem 

To understand the maize availabity problem. it is necessary to develop analytical 

methods to characteriz the history of maize production, simulate future maize production 

with respect to the multiple objectives. Curve fitting and statistical analysis to characterize 

three aspects of past production data are used. 

a) How the expected volume of production has changed over tirne 

b) The variability of production around the expected volume 

c) Any effects of surplus or shortages in one year upon production in another year. 

This method assumes that there exists a pattern in an historiai maize production series. It 

f urther presupposes that ph y sicai (clirnate, land, fertilizerr, etc) and institutional @rices, 

government policies, technology etc) factors which may determine the production volumes 

are implicit in the histoxicd data series. 

There is need to determine the nature, fkequency and magnitude of maize actuaily 

available in Zimbabwe for human consumption. Measmes that will reduce production 

shortfalis given cnsis conditions are required to maintain maize avaiiablity. Availability is 

defined as: production - exports +imports - (waste + fccd use + seed use) + change in 

domestic stocks. Availab'ity [ C ] is an aggregate concept of food consumption, sometirnes 

caiied "apparent consumption" or "disappearance" as opposed to a measure taken directiy 

fiom the observation of consumption iîself. Food security can be anaiyzed by assuming that 

the relative residual u of avaiiabiüty foiiows normai distribution N(0,oJ one can compute 



the probability that availability wiii faü below a minimum level Cm thus; 

Prob (C < Ca. 

When there is a definite trend in the series, the probability that availabilty falls below a 

certain percentage a to the trend value is calculateû as: 

More specificaiiy, these indicators are calculated as foiiows: 

Prob(C < Cm) = Prob 

Jrob ( CC&) 

Where a(C) is the standard deviation of C, I(C) = a, the index of variabiiity of C, and F the 

cumulative normai distribution. 

3.5.1 Trends and Fiuctuations in Maize Production 

The production perfomance is analyzed in ternis of trend and fluctuations using 

ma& production rY] data for the peroid 196 1 to 1995. The trend of a series Y is measured 

by the estimatcd average growth rate during the period which is given by the slope of the 

regression of Y on tirne t. 

Y=a+rnt .  

The fluctuation of a series is rneasured by the coefficient of variation around the trend. This 



is the standard deviation of the relative deviations around the trend. To complete the analysis 

on production, the probability of production faliing below or above the trend Lins can l?e 

computed, as in item (c). 

3.5.2 Variance in Maize Production 

Anaiysis of the variation in maize production is necessary for the purposes of 

detennining the magnitude of the maize availab'ity pmblern Variation in maize production 

wiU affect both producer and consuma prices, thus resulting in high maize prices and food 

shortages. These in turn affect the year to year availab'dty of maize to consumers and 

instability in producer pnces and their incornes. High variance in mai= production has 

adverse implications on food security. 

The variation of maize production can be evaiuated by various methods. The method 

used in this study is the coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation is used in this 

study because it is easy to compute and understand. It is defined as the standard deviation 

divided by the mean multiplieû by 100. In equation fomi it is written as: 

Where: CV = Coefficient of Variation 

S = Standard Deviation 

= Mean 



3.6 Production Variability 

Estimates on maize production pro babilities using historical production data kom 

196 1 to 1995, were performed using the probabiüty methodology above. Table 17 shows the 

results of the probability at which production has faiien below 95 percent of the trend line. 

over the past 16 year period examined. Production has fallen below 95 percent of the trend 

value six times. The probability of production failing below 95 percent of the trend value 

is 38 percent, this Unplies that one should expect production to fali below 95 percent of the 

trend in about six years out of sixteen. 

High maize production variability often translates into problems of food insecurity, 

thus creating instability in producers incomes and consumer pnces. The variation in maize 

production is measured by the coefficient of variation as indicated in the methodology 

section. Results showing variation in maize production around the trend Line are presented 

in Tables 18. The greatest maize production variability has occured during the 1980 to 95 

penod followed by the 1961 to 1995 period, the lowest production variability around the 

mean occured during the 196 1 to 1979 pend. An analysis of rahe  production variability 

for both Zimbabwe and South Africa was perfomed. The two countries have similar 

patterns in production variability, with South Africa showing a süght decrease in variability 

for the 1985 to 1995 pdod  (see Table 19). Measured by the coefficient of variation, results 

show that there has ben  a remarkable increase in the variabi i  of maize production in the 

past ten years A cornparison of Zimbabwe and South Afiica's maize production variability 

was made because South Anica is a major supplier of white maize in the SADC region. 



3.7 Trends in Maize Avaibbility, Corsumption, Domestic Stocks, hports and Exports 

Appendix Figures 16 and 17 at the end of this Chapter show both nominal and per 

capita trends in maUe availabiiity in Zimbabwe for the tirne period 1980 to 1995. Maize 

availability is shown to have a slight downward trend. Measuring the probability that 

avaiiability faiis below 95 percent of the trend line, results show that maize availability has 

fallen beiow 95 percent of trend 38 percent, during the exarnined p e n d  This has occured 

6 times out of the 16 ycar period. The highest percentages occurring in 1983, 1.5 percent 

and 1 992, 1.2 percent. 

3.7.1 Production - Consumption Gap 

Measured in per capita terrns, the production - consumption gap is shown to have 

widened during the 1989 to 1995 period, thus consumption requirements are above actual 

production in this paiod. Measured by the difference between estbnated maize avaiiability 

trend line and consumption needs trend iine, results show that the gap has widened during 

the 1990 to 1995 pcriod ( se Figure 18). in al1 resuits iodicate an emerging widening of the 

production - consumption gap, with consumption trends rishg above rnaize availability 

trends. Per capita maize production is shown to be on the deciine. Appendix Figure 1 1 and 

13 in Chapter 2. While per capita maize consurnption is shown not to vary a great deal fiom 

year to year ( see Figure 1, Chapter 1). There is though, a marked upward trend in mai= 

consumption for the period 1% 1 to 1995. Since the 196 1 ta 1995 period per capita maize 

consumption has gone from a low of 99 killograms per capita in 1975 to a peak of 135 

kiliograms per capita in 1980, thus a 27 percent incrase in consumption. Since 1980 maize 

consurnption has declimd to a low of 1 12 kiilograms pa capita in 1991. thus a 17 percent 



Table 17 : Estimates on Production Trends and 95 Percent Production Below Predicted 
Trend, for the Period ( 1  980- 1995). 

Estimated Roduct ion Achial Actual Productio~ 
Production 596Below Production Fall Below 95 Per Capita 

Year Trend Estimaed Percent Consumpti on 
Trend Trend Line KgJïear 

1000 MT Io00 MT 1OOo MT Io00 MT 

NB: * Robability that achial production falls below 95 percent of the a n d  ihe 



TabIe 18: Coefficient of Variation Around the Trend Line, Maize Production Variability 
in Zimbabwe. 

Year Penod Coefficient of Variation Around Trend 
(Percent) 

Table 19= Coefficient of Variation around Mean, Maize Production in Zimbabwe and South 

Year P e n d  1 Coefficient of Variance 

1 Zimbabwe 1 South AfÎica 



decline in consumption. During the 196 1 to 1995 period on-farm consumption rneasured 

by the ciifference between production and supplies to the GMB has been on the negative side 

38 percent, thus this has happened about 6 times out of the 35 year pend . These resuits 

raise concem to the maize availability problem. 

3.7.2 Trends in Maize Domestic Stocks 

Since 1980 maize stocks held by the Grain Marketing Board reached a high of 1.8 

million metric tonnes in 1988 and a low of 65,000 tonnes in 1993 (see Figure 19). The 

overail average level of maize stocks held by the G.M.B was 70 percent higher during the 

late 1980s than in the eafly 1980s. Two major reasons can be cited for this; kst, the carry- 

over stock mie followed bt the G.M.B. management which airns to carry over one years 

supply for the domestic mark@ and second, the difficulty experienced in disposhg of stocks 

heId in excess of this carry over. The G.M.B. follows a d e  of holding one fuIl years supply 

of 750,000 to 800,000 rnetric tonnes of maize as resserve stocks and does not have a reserve 

stock policy in place. The cumnt practice of G.M.B. management is precautionary rather 

than statutory. By any Standards this constitutes a large resave for maize availab'ity, greater 

than that required in respect of import lead. There is need to clarify the actual intendeci 

reserve stock to be held by the G.M.B as a policy mandate and to relate this to the 

inmemental cost of teseme stocksholding. 

3.7.3 Trends in Maize imports 

Zimbabwe is mostly seif-sufficient in in production and meets its intemal 

maize demand most of the tirne. The only tirne Zimbabwe has imported maize, are years 

when Zimbabwe 



experienced drought. Since 1970 Zimbabwe has made maize imports only 8 times in the 

26 year period. thus about 3 1 percent of the time (Appendix, Figure 19). The highest irnport 

levels were realized in 1992 whae 1.2 million metric tonnes of maize were imported in the 

country, this was during the worst drought ever in Zimbabwe. Given that Zimbabwe is 

Iandlocked there exist irnport logistic problems in ternis of transportation and imports 

timing. 

3.7.4 Trends in Maize Exports 

In the past, Zimbabwe's abiity to export white maize has been an important means 

of stabiliwng the mai= market, enabiing goverrunent to elicit high levels of supplies from 

domestic producers while having an outkt for the excess of deiïveries over local sales. Since 

1960 Zimbabwe has exporteci maize in aii the years except in 1984 and ody 26,000 metric 

tonnes in 1992 when 1.2 miilion metric tonnes were imported. Zimbabwe's export market 

in recent years has been dominateû by intemational aid donors which now purchase 97 to 

98 percent of Zimbabwe's totai exports, principaily for the Southem Afncan region. in 

1988/89 donors bought 269,000 metric tonnes of Zimbabwe Maize ( FAO, 1995). The 

average price reaiized by the Board fiom these exports has been lower than the dornestic 

pria  rraüzcd every year during the 1980s cxcept for 1988189 period when the export pnce 

rose sharply, ftom $181.37 to $329.72. With prevailùig levels of world pnces, intemal 

producer pnces and the present levei of marketing cosn, it is not possible for Zimbabwe to 

export to the world market except at a loss. 

3.8 Extent and Magnitude of Maize Availability and Consumption Needs Problem 

The extent and magnitude of the maize availabüity problem in Zimbabwe can be 



measured in terms of maize production, maize availability and consumption needs. The 

difference between minimum consumption needs and actual maize availability, form the 

basis of analyzing the extent of the problem.ï"he probability of the problem is anaiyzed in 

terms of how often does actual maize availabiiity and minimum consumption needs deviate 

fiom the estimated trend lines. 

Using the historical maize production data for the period 1961 to 1995, results in 

Table 20 show that açtual maite availability feil short of the required consumption needs 10 

times, thus about 29 percent of the timc in the 35 year period. The wost shortfalls were 

experienced in 1983,1992, 1973 and 1979 (Table 20). To evaluate the extent of the maize 

availabiüty problem trend estimates on both maize availability and consumption needs were 

perfonned (Appendix, Figures 20 and 2 1). Results show that consumption needs trend iine 

and the maize availabiiity trend line are getting much closer to each other from 1990 to the 

present (Appendix, Figure 20). 

The extent of the maize availabiity problem has been getthg worse since 1980, 

maize consumption n d s  arc increasing more than the rnaize avaiiable for human 

consurnption. To assess the probability of how often the quantities of maize available for 

human consurnption and consumption needs fall below the estimated a n d  lines, calculations 

on probabiiities of falling below the availabiüty trend line and the consumption needs trend 

Line were perfonned (Table 20). In the 35 year p e n d  , nsults show that maize availabity 

feu 14 tims below the trend line, thus about 40 percent of the t he .  The worst declines from 

the trend h e  happened in 1983, 1992, 1987, and 1979, with amonnts of 1,812,000, 

l,6O8,ûûO, 1,355,000 and 1.2 16,000 metric tomes respectively. 



Calculations on the percentages, for how far actual maize availabilty was below the 

maize! availabilty trend line were monned (Table 21). The most senous shortfails €rom the 

availabiiity trend line were a 150 percent decline in maize availabüty in 1983, foiiowed by 

a 120 percent decline in 1992 (Table 20). An average of five yearly percentages was 

estimated to evaluate the magnitude of maize availabilty king below the trend üne and 

above the 5 months consumption needs frend lim for the 35 year paid In the last ten years, 

results show that maizc availabiity has gone from a low of 10 percent to a high of 30 percent 

below the trend line and above the 5 rnonths consumption needs trend line. An average of 

five yearly percentages on how far maise avaiiab'ity has fallen below the five months 

consumption needs trend he were perfomed (Table 20). nie most serious shortfalls ftom 

the five months consumption trend line were a 50 percent decline in maize availabiity in 

1981, foiiowed by a 30 percent deche  in 1991 rab le  20). The rational for estirnating the 

percentages of maize avaiiabiity below the availabilty naid iine and above the 5 months 

consumption needs trend line is to estimate the probability of activating stocks or moving 

stocks h m  -rage to Nlfill maize consumption needs. If maize availabilty is below the 5 

months consurnption needs trend line the option is to activate impons fkom the rest of the 

world. 

Given that it takes five months to import maize fiom the rest of the world, a five 

months maize rtserve bu&r stock is suggested as one of the logistics strategies. This study 

will use five months maize reserves as a buffer to allow for rnmaize importation. An 

estimation of five months maize consumption needs was perfonned (Appendix, Figure 2 1). 

With the five rnonths rnaize consumption reserves nile, results show that maize availability 



would have been below the five months requirements 6 times out of the 35 year period, thus 

about 17 percent of the tirne (Appendix, Figure 21). The wost case scenarios would have 

been in 1983 and 1992 a shortfail of 977,700 metric tonnes and 744,300 metric tonnes 

respectively. Consumption needs would have falien below the five months consumption 

reserves only four times out of the 35 year pend  (Appendix, Figure Zl), thus about 12 

percent of the cime. 

The above information gives the bases for formulating strategies or options to closing 

the gap between maize production and or ma& avaiîable for human consumption and 

consumption needs. Given the extent and magnitude of maize availabilty and maize 

consurnption needs, alternative strategies to closing the gap benmen ma& availability and 

consumption needs WU be evaluated to achieve the Food S d t y  objective. A cost andysis 

methodology will be applied to different strategies outline in chapter 4. 



Table 20: Summary on Maize Availability and Consumption Needs Shortfa11 Probabilities 
Yenr Opening Difference Percent of A Ten Year Percent of A Ten Year 

Stocks Between M;iize Average Mzllze Avenge 
(1000 MT) Maize Availabiliiy Percentage Availability Percentage 

Auiiilabiiity Below ofMak Below the of Maize 
and AvYlability Availabilty 5 Months Avdabilty 
Conswnption Trend Line Eelow Consumption Below the 
Needs and above Avdability Needs 5 Months 
( moo MT) the 5 months Trend Line Trend Luie Consumption 

coasumption and 5 months Ne& 
Needs Consumption Trend Line 

Needs Tmd Line 



Table 20 
Coatinued 

1995 886 915 0.6 0.3 O. 1 02 

* Bold Numbers in Column 3, lodicate a Shortfail in MrrUe AvaiiabIe for Human Consumption 
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Figure 16: Net Maize Availability 
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Figure 17: Per Caipta Availability 
Maize (1961-95) 
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Figure 18: Consurnption Needs vs 
Maize Availability (1980-95) 
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Figure 19:Imports vs Domestic supply 
For the Period (1980-95) 

Years 





Figure 21: Net Maize Availability, vs 
5 Months Consumption Needs (1961-95) 
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Figure 22: Zimbabwe Critical Rainfall 
(1937.1995) 
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Figure 23: Zimbabwe Seasonal Rainfall 
5 and 10 Year Avgs, (1937-95) 
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CHAPTER 4 

ALTERNATIVE STRATECIES FOR ASSURING STABLE MAIZE SUPPLY 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapta outlines the two alternative strategies for assuring stable maize supply 

for Zimbabwe, thus closing the annual gap between maize rvailabiiity and consumption 

needs. A brief discussion of alternative maize availability strategies for Zimbabwe is 

presented. Finaily. a discussion on data requirements. assumptions and approach of the 

study are presented. 

4 2  Theory on Variables Neeess~ry for Evaluating Alternative Strategies 

With the &op in per capita maize production, a slight increase in maize consumption 

and the reoccurences of drought in men t  years, there is need to assure the Zimbabwean 

population adequate supplies of maize at al1 times. At the country or regional level. food 

secunty can be monitored in terms of indicators such as: production, avaüability, trade (thus 

imports and exports), and food aid. An interaction of these five economic variables is 

nefessaiy in tams of fomulating options for maize availability to successfuliy manage the 

maize availabiüty crisis. Variables necessary for alternative strategies to stablize maize 

availability are: domestic production, domestic stocks. trade (thus imports and exports), 

domestic food avaiiabiiity and food aid. The term production is used to characterize 

domestic production which is a function of own price, prices of competing crops, weather, 

input pnces and technical change. The concept of stocks is used to charactenze domestic 

stocks w hich are a function of: storage costs, storage capacity, past inventory, waste or 

90 



losses, domestic and export sales. Maïze avaüabity is used to charactenze food security. 

Availability is an aggregate concept of final consumption or disappearance, as opposed to 

a measure taken directly from observation of consumption itseif. Maize availability is 

dehed as foilows: Net Maize Availablity = Production - Exports + imports - ( Feed use + 

Waste + Seed Use) + Change in Stocks. Trade is usecl to characterize imports and exports. 

Imports are a function of: exchange rates. world grain prices, availability of foreign 

currency, import costs and source of supply. The temi food aid is used to characterize maize 

donated by other countries to supplement domestic maize shortages. 

a) Production 

Production is a major econornic element of the problem. In theory production is 

defined as: Quantity Produced = f (Own Price, Price of Competing Crops, input Prices, 

Weather, and Technology). To stimulate production there are a number of policy options 

necessary to implement. in theory. the first policy option is to use price policy as an 

insrniment for inneaslig production. Second is a policy chat increases a m  under irrigation 

to supplement shoddis in production. Use of diable crop forecasting methods which 

include the weather variable will be necessary. Other econornic poiicy variables necessary 

to increase production are the use of subsidized inputs, and use of alternative crops as 

substitutes to the staple food. This stuây does not address the econornic effects of these 

variables on domestic production. Actual levels of production are used to evaluate maize 

availability in the country. 

b) Domestic Maize Stocks 

Domstic maize stocks can be used to manage the rnak avaiîabiity crisis. Domestic 



stocks can be used as a buffer to supplement maize shortages in tirnes of production 

shortfalls. A storage policy that requircs strategic reserves is necessary to assure stable 

maize supplies. A storage policy led by irnporis is an option to safeguard maize shortage, 

thus fullfüling food security objectives. ïnventory management is necessary to solve the 

domestic stocks problern. Other components to stock management are reducing storage 

waste and the critical location of storage faciiities, to aiiow efficient distribution of maize 

in times of crisis conditions. 

C) Maize Imports 

hnports can play a major part in managing maize availability crisis as imports can 

be used to supplement short f d s  between production and consumption. In theory imports 

are a function of exchange rates, irnport costs, world grain prices and availabity of foreign 

currency. A trade policy Lat requires foreign cumncy availabity is necessary to assure 

imports in times of maire shortages, (e.g. building foreign cumncy reserves, as insurance 

for foreign currency to irrtport maize Ui tllnes of need, use of exports to generate foreign 

currency reserves for imports). The logistics for acquiring imports is a necessary condition 

for mlliimiang the costs of importing the required amounts of maize when they are needed. 

d) Maize Avaiiability and Consumption Needs 

Maize availability and consumption needs are the central econornic variables 

necessary to manage food security crisis. Policy instruments required to assure maize 

availabüity to meet the required consumption needs are imports venus s t o ~ g  domestic 

stocks. Benefits and costs analysis is used for evaluating the importance of food 

consumption between hunans and livestock. Polmes designed to increase rnaize production 



can serve to assure maize availability. Perfect maize availability is achieved when maize 

used in every year is less than or equal to the expccted volume of maize production . 

4.3 Proposed Alternative Strategies for Acbieving Maize Availability 

This study examines the foilowing alternative strategies to assurc the stability in 

maize availability requirements for Zimbabwe's food security. The first strategy is to 

maintain strategic maize stores quivalent to 12 mon ths consump tion requirements, w hic h 

is the cumnt practice. The second strategy is to maintain strategic maize stores equivalent 

to 5 months consumption requirements plus hard currency equivalent to irnporting 7 months 

consumption requircments. The country is assumed to import required mai= nom South 

Ahica provided shortlaii is made of the 5 months consumption limit. 

The nnt strategy assumes that the country has enough storage capacity to maintain 

strategic reserves equivalent to 12 months consumption, thus 1,227,410 metnc tonnes. The 

logistics of where to locate and store these rescrves are evaluated as follows: 

- evafuation of location for cumnt storage depots ( Surplus and Deficit Regions); 

- evaluation of maize storage depots close to port of entry for irnports', 

- evaluation of consumption requirements for each Region; 

- evaluation of storage capacity constraints in each Region; 

- evaiuation of quantities of maize shipped from surplus Regions to deficit Regions; 

and 

- evaiuation of maize stored in each Natural Region ( Surplus and Deficit). 

To evaluate the cost of maintainhg 12 months strategic reserves, the foiïowing cost are 

included in the analysis: 



- storage, handling plus capital and interest costs; 

- interna1 transportation costs; 

- irnport costs fkom South Africa or the rest of the World; 

- opportunity cost of maize sales foregone; and 

- waste in storage costs. 

The second strategy estimates that it takes 5 months to Unport malle into the counny 

from the rest of the world ( G.M.B Annual Report, 1995). Therefore. the country must 

maintain strategic reserves equivaient to 5 months consumption requirements plus hard 

currency equivalent to import 7 months consumption requirements from the rest of the 

world. This strategy assumes that the country holds adequate hard currency available for 

irnports. The eshated 5 months consumption requirements is about 500,000 to 600,000 

metric tomes. The logistic of where the 5 months maize strategic reserves shouId be located 

and importation of maize to critical consumption points is evduated as follows: 

- evaluation of surplus and deficit consumption Regions; 

- evaluation of storage capacity constraints in each Region; 

- distribution of mvle to stores shouid be basad on critical deficit Regions and 

available storage capacity in each Region; and 

- evaluation of quantities of mai= to be shipped to stores closer to import routes. 

To evaluate the cost of maintaining 5 months strategic reserves plus hard curreny equivalent 

to 7 months irnpon requirements, the foiiowing costs are included in the analysis; 

- storage, handling and capital loan interest costs; 

- intemal transportation costs - p d u m  to storagt and storage to consumption points; 



- storage losses - estimates from waste; 

- value of maize stored - thus opportunity cost of maize sales foregone; 

- import costs of maize from the rest of the world; and 

- opportunity cost for 5 months consumption requirements plus hard cunency for 7 

months consumption requirements. 

After evaluating the costs related to each of the strategies. the Least cost option assuring 

stable maize avaüabilty in Zimbabwe is recommended for policy purposes. 

In times of severe maize shortages (e.g., drought years). when maize availabilty is 

below the 5 months consurnption level. an altemative strategy is to use the maize availabilty 

equation defined as: Net Maize Availabilty = Production - ( Feed Use + Waste + Seed Use) 

+ Change in Stock. Given that mean production, feed use and waste are known, net maize 

avaiiability can be increased by reducing feed use or waste. Sensitivity analysis using this 

equation can result in difTerent options for increasing maize avaiîabiity. 

4.4 Justifying Rationale for Seleetion of the Stated Alternative Strategies 

This study examines two alternative strategic options necessary for achieving maize 

avaiiabii of the food secwity problern. The main alternative strategic options are defined 

as follows: 

a) Strategic option A. in a given year the country maintains strategic resaves equivalent 

to 12 months consumption requirements; 

b) Strategic option B. in a given the country maintains strategic reserves equivalent to 

5 months consumption requirements plus hard cumncy equivalent to importing the 

necessary consumption reuirernents until the next hamest. 



Within the main strategic options A and B. there are three alternative scenarios attached to 

each of these options. The alternative scenario options to be examined are defineci as 

follows: 

Scenario Al, the country maintains strategic r e m e s  equivalent to 12 months 

consurnption requirements, given the condition that the country has maize production 

shortfaüs (e.g. the worst drought in the 199 1/92 season) 

Scenario A2, the country maintains strategic reserves equivalent to 12 months 

consumption requirements, given that the country has maize availabiity below the 

trend iine but above the 5 months consumption requirements. 

Scenario A3, the country maintains strategic r e m e s  equivalent to 12 months 

consumption requirements, given that tk country is self-sufficient in maize 

production. 

Scenario B 1, the country maintains strategic reserves equivaient to 5 months 

consumption quircments plus hard cumncy to import the necessary consumption 

requirements until the next harvest, given the condition that the country has maize 

production shortfails (e.g. the worst drought in the 1991/92 season) 

Scenario 82, the country maintains strategic reserves equivalent to 5 months 

consumption requirements plus hard cumncy to import the necessary consumption 

requirements until the next harvest, given the condition that the country has maize 

avdab'ity below the trend line but above the 5 months consumption requirements. 

Scenario B3, the country maintains strategic remes equivalent to 5 months 

consumption requirements given the condition that the country is self-sufficient in 



maize production. 

The rationale for selecting strategic option A is based on the cumnt domestic stock reserve 

policy, were the country is required to maintain mahe stocks equivalent to a years 

consumption requirements. In Zimbabwe maize is only produced once a year, fiom 

November to March, therefore the need to maintain maize stocks equivalent to a years 

consurnption requirements. The rationafe for selecting option B is based on the assumption 

that, maintaining 5 months consumption requirements is l a s  costly than maintaining 12 

months consumption requirements in storage. The World Bank study on buffer reserve 

implications study ( Waker, 1989) have indicated that the 12 months nserve policy is a 

costly practice. The study used a simulation model on tradeoffs between reserve size and the 

estimated rcliaôiiity for targeting food security. The study included a multi objective linear 

program to optimally size the grain r e m e .  A second World Bank study reviewed in the 

(The Herald, 1994) arrived at a sirnilar çonclusion. As a result, we define an alternative 

option B, whiçh does not rely on 12 months consumption of maize in storage as the means 

to assund net availability of maize. ûrain Marketing Board Logistics Report published in 

1993, a b  the 1992 drought, reportai that it took at laut five months to mobilize adequate 

rnaize imports into the country. Given that it takes 5 months to mobilize imports in the worst 

case scenario. this study suggests the country should maintain strategic reserves equivalent 

to 5 months consumption requirements plus hard c m n c y  for irnporting the necessary maize 

consumption requirements until the next harvest. 

Due to data limitations, diis study has sclected these two alternative strategic options 

for the purpose of demonstrating a methodology to analyze alternative approaches to 



achieving food security. There are other strategic options whkh could be considemi as 

alternatives to achieving maize availabiity, therefore achieving the objective of food 

security. These alternative strategic options are as follows: a) the country could look at 

inaeasing maize production, through manipulation of production explanatory variables, such 

as producer prices, input prices, etc; b) maize production could be supplemented with a set 

of alternative aops suitable for the high risk food deficit populations; c) the need to optirnize 

storage location, sizc and type is necessary to d u c e  logistic costs on waste, storage and 

handiing; d) the made-off between human and livestock maize consumption; e) use of 

irrigation and more drought resistant crops ; and f) additional variations of the 12 rnonths 

and 5 months strategic reserve options. The data available at this tirne does not enable 

extending the demonstration of a methodology to one or more of these alternative options. 

4.5 Proposed Domestic Stock Management Rules and Pians for Acbieving Maize 
Availabiltg . 

The methadology for achieving mai= avaiiability is presented as the quantity de. 

A buffer stock management d e  based upon quantity is implcmented for both strategies. It 

is the variability in total quantity of rnaize produceci from year to year that generates the 

need for stocks. In the context of a Zimbabwean b a e r  stock where the country maintains 

strategic reserves @valent to 12 months consumption. The d e  is specified as: a) store 12 

months consumption requirements according to regional consumption requirements and 

regional storage capacities; b) in a given year when rnaize availablity falls below the 

predicted avaüabilty trend h e  bascd on the past 35 year actuai maize availabiilty, the 

counq withdraws maize grain from the 12 months stores to make up for the shortfalls in 



the annual consumption requirements; c) the country impom maUe equivalent to the amount 

of m a k  grain drawn fiom storage to maintain the 12 months strategic reserve requirement; 

and d) the country exports or adds to storage if actual availability in excess of 25 to 30 

percent above the predicted maize availability trend üne is realized. If harvest is greater than 

maize availability required, with 12 months stores in place, exports are aiiowed. The lower 

quantity bound is established with the assumption that the country has a iimited market to 

purchase white maize and it takes 5 months to impon maize into the country. The area of 

concem is the lower bound below the 5 months consumption trend üne. 

Under the sccond option. the counay maintains strate& r e m e s  equivalent to 5 

months consumption requirements plus hard currency equivalent to irnporting 7 months 

consumption requirements: a) store strategic reserves of maize equivalent to 5 months 

consumption according to silo stnage capacity in the country and consumption requirements 

in deficit Regions: b) if maize avdability f d s  below the 5 months consumption trend line 

the country withdraws maize grain nom stores; and c) die country uses hard currency 

available to Unport an amount equivalent to the consumption requirements until the next 

hmest plus the equivalent of 5 months consumption in storage ffom the nst of the world. 

Origins of maize irnports for Zimbabwe are United States of Arnerica, Argentha, South 

M c a ,  Canada, Mexico, and China respectively. 

An evaluation of the above aitemative strategies to achieve maize availability are 

analyzed using a quantitatve analysis of measuring costs of each strategy and the cost 

analysis is presented in Chapter 5. An economic analysis of the variable options provided 

are analyzed given the avaiiable data and economic theory. The analysis is done on a 



spreadsheet. The analysis will be cornparhg each of the three scenarios given above plus 

the addition of the maize availab'ity probabiities calculatexi in Chapter 3. An evaluation of 

feasible options to improving maize avaiiability is aâdressed for poiicy recomrnendations. 

4.6 Data Requirements and Presentation 

The primary source of data utilized in this study is the agriculture data series 196 1 

to 1995, compüed by the Central Statistid Qffice and the Meteorological Station in Harare 

and the Food and Agriculture Organization, FAOSTAT-PC Data Set (Rome, 1995). Other 

data were compiled by the researcher from different Agricultural Institutes in Zimbabwe. 

Historicai data on production are evaluared in tams of production trends, established 

deviations from nomal production and variation in production. Data on consumption are 

used to evahate consumption needs and establishing the magnitude of the production- 

consurnption gap. Data on domestic production, GMB intalce, imports - exports and domestic 

stocks are u W  to analyze m a k  avaiiability. Data on population, population growth rate 

and calonc intaice are used to evaluate per capita maim production and consumption, 

national and regional maize consumption requ.hnents. Data on domestic stocks and storage 

costs are utilized to analyze reserve stock requirements, benefits and costs of storage and 

stock management in case of both production shortfaiis and surpluses, thus fullfüling the 

maize availability objective. Data on imports and irnport costs are used to analyze the 

benefits and costs of imports virsus domestic stocks This data can also be used to evaluate 

import needs in times of production shomalls. Data on the opominity cost of maize in 

storage is daived nom the quantities on maire in storage and the maize s e b g  pria in the 

country. Data on both seasonal and critical rainfall are used to detenine the frepuency and 



probability of drought in Zimbabwe. 

4.7 Assumptions of the Study 

The foiiowing assumptions are made in this study to simplify the analysis of alternative 

strategies for achieving maize availability; 

a) ail theoreticai variables h o w n  to influence production are irnplicit in the production 

estimates; 

b) the frequency of &ought is assumed CO be measurable and predictab1e over the years; 

C )  quantities and storage capacities required at consumption points are known: 

d) at the national level requireù mai= stocks are known; 

e)  production and consumption patterns are predictable with manageable error: 

9 maize can be tradeù ûeeIy on the international markets; 

g) transportation is rcadily available to move grain from ports or storage to 

ccrrsu~?tion points; and 

h) maize waste is assumed to be related to storage waste. 

4.8 Summary of Approacb 

in the preceding chapters we have estabiished chat irreguiar occurance of drought 

conditions in Zimbabwe creates rnaize availability deciines of sunicient magnitude to cause 

food insecurity. 

As the primary intent of the thesis is demonstrating a methodology, the testing of hypothees 

is not central. in the previous chapter it w;ts established that weather is a significant 

determinant of the variation in m a b  availabiity fimm the longer-term production trend line. 

The benefit-cost analysis wili provide the muuis for cornparison whether minimum storage, 



combined with foreign exchange reserves to cover required maize irnports, is an 

economicaüy efficient strategy to assure adequate food supplies in times of production 

shortfalls. Option B is hypothesized to be preferred to option A. 



CHAPTER 5 

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE LOGISTICS STRATEGES 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents evaluations on aiemative strategies for assuring stable maize 

supplies in Zimbabwe. A discussion on strategy options and the evaluation methodology is 

presented. Results fiom the strategy scenarios analysis are presented. Two alternative 

strategies are applied to three scenario situations; a) major drought causing large maize 

availability deciine e.g., 199 1/92: minor drought when maize availability decline is just 

above the five months consumption requirements; and c) a normal year where Zimbabwe 

is a net exporter of maize. 

5.2 Strategy Options 

The maize availability plan is designed to mat the objective of assuring stable maize 

supplies, closing the m a k  availabiity - consumption gap. The major strategy options 

designed to meet this objective are outlined as; 

The country maintains strate& m a k  reserves equivalent to 12 months consumption 

requiremen ts. 

The country maintains strategic resewes equivalent to 5 months maize consump tion 

requirements plus enough hard cumncy to irnport 7 months maize consumption 

requirements. 



- 
in a aven year, the country stores maize quivalent to 12 months consumption. In 

a year in which quantities of m a k  fall below consumption requirements, shortfail is drawn 

fkom 12 months of storage. As rnaize is withdrawn from strategic stores, the country has to 

irnport rnaize equivaient to the amount of maize withdrawn from stores. The assumption is 

that, imports onginate from South Afnca. Where to store the 12 months consumption 

requirements is determineci by the available regional storage capacities and regional 

conswnption requirements. Distribution from yearly maize available fiom production into 

regional stores and consumption areas is determined by regional consumption requirements 

and storage capacities in each region. Imports are distibuted to regional 12 months stores 

or deficit regions. 

Costs for evaluating option A are presented as foilows: 

- storage and handling costs for 12 months consumption; 

- transportation costs for interna1 distribution; 

- costs on maize waste; 

- opportunity cost for the value of maize in storage and 

- impon costs for replacing the 12 months consumption nquirements in deficit or 

drough t years. 

a 
in a aven year, the country stores maize equivaient to 5 months consumption plus 

hard currency quivalent to importing 7 months consumption requirements. in a year when 

quantities of maize fall below consumption requirements, shortfa is drawn from 5 months 



of storage. As maize is withdrawn from straiegic stores, the country irnports maize 

quivalent to the amount of maize withdrawn from stores plus the 7 months consumption 

requirements. The assumption is that, imports originate from the rest of the world. Where 

to store the 5 months consumption requirements are determincd by the location of regional 

silo storage capacities and regional consumption requirements. Distribution from yearly 

maize available from production into regional stores and consumption areas is detemiined 

by regional consumption requirements and storage capacities in each region. hports  are 

distributed to regional 5 months stores or deficit regions. 

Costs for evaiuating option B are presented as foiiows: 

- storage and handling costs for 5 months consumption; 

- transportation costs for intemal distribution; 

- costs on maize waste; 

- opporninity cost for the value of hard cumncy held for 7 months consumption 

requirements; 

- opportunity cost for the value of mai= in storage and 

import costs for replacing the 5 months consumption rquirements and the 

importation of the 7 months consumption requirements. 

5.3 Basic Data Used for Evaluation of Alternative Scenarios 

Data on production, maize availab'rlity, consumption requirements, storage capaci ties, 

storage, handling costs and interest on capital, intemal transportation costs. import costs, 

opportunity costs and costs on maize waste for the 1991/92 season were used to evaluate 

alternative scenarios Al, A2, A3, BI, B2 and 83 . Data on regionai consumption 



gigure 24: Location and Distribution of Silo and Bag Depots in Zimbabwe 

South A f h  



Table 2 1 : Regionai Consumption Requirements and National S torage Capacities. 

Province Region Annual National National 

Consumption Silo Capacity Silo plus Bag 

Requirements S torage Capacity 

Metrïc Tomes) (Metric Tonnes) (Metric Tomes) 

Manicaland I I 8 1,446 None 17 1,210 

Mashonaland II 529,396 670,100 2,089,250 

Midlands III 153.66 1 None 76,500 

Masvingo IV 144,178 None 84,600 

Matebeleland V 2 1 8,729 75,000 1 1 5,050 

Totals 1,227,4 10 745,100 2,S36,6 10 
Source: Grain Marketing Board. Planning Unit, 1995. 



Table 22: Selected Interna1 Storage Depot to Depot Distance in Zimbabwe,(1995). 

Mgin Depot Destination Depot Distance Natural Region 

(Kms) 

Mutare 

Aspindale-Harare 

Aspindale-Harare 

Aspindale-Harare 

Aspindale- Harare 

Mutare 

Chegutu 

Bulawayo 

Aspindale-Harare 

Chegutu 

Gweru 

Buiawayo 

Masvingo 

Masvingo 

Gweru 

Masvingo 

Lions Den Aspindale-Har are 152 n to n 
Source: Zhbabwean Grain Marketing Board, Planning Unit, (1995). 



quirements and national storage capacities is presented in Table 21. Total national annual 

consumption requirements are 1,227,410 metric tonnes, total national storage capacity is 

2,536,6 10 rnetric tonnes of wchich 745,100 is silo storage capacity. Eleven of the twelve 

national silo storage facilities and located in natural region II, with a capacity of 670,100 

metric tomes and one of the twelve national silo storage faciüties is located in natural region 

V. The rest of the national storage facilities are bag depots. Silos offer the economics of 

buk storage but such economies are neutraiid by the need to unbag and then bag the maize 

at the siIo. Figure 24 shows the location of silo and bag depots in Zimbabwe. It is evident 

that storage facilities are concentrated more on the nothem part of the country than the 

southan  par^ The nothem part of the c o m ~ y  behg the supplus region and the southern part 

of the country king the deficit region. Data on selected interna1 storage depot to depot 

distance is presented in Table 22. Selcction of depots was made on the basis of their 

importance as major ongins or destinations of mai= grain. Data on intemal rai1 and truck 

transportation rates for rnaize is prcsented in Tabk 23, transport rates are a result of tenders 

deterrnined by the Grain Marketing Board. Intemal transpart costs are quoted in 

Zirnbabwean doflars, on per ton/ kiiometre basis and Unport costs are quoted in U.S. doiiars, 

on per ton basis. Data on distance and transportation rates fiom port of entry to selected 

destinations in Zimbabwe is presented in Table 24. Figure 24 shows the major rail and road 

routes co~ecting storage facilities. 

The Grain Marketing Board's transportation savices are critical to delivering maize 

throughout the country in surplus or drought tirnes. With tight storage some maize is ohen 

moved into other depots sirnply to make room for GMB purchases of other crops. 



Table 23: Intemal Rail and Truck Transportation Rates for Maize in Zimbabwe 
(Z$ Ton/K.M, 1992). 

KM Rail Truck 

600 127 216 
Source: Cassavant, Transportation Anaiysis in Zimbabwe, (1992). 



Table 24: Distance and Transportation Costs From Port of Entry to Selected Zimbabwe 

Port Destin Route Mode Trans Distance 
Costs (Kms) 
W D  
P/Ton 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Beira Harare Beira Con Rail 12.98 602 
Beira Corr Road 55.56 615 

Maputo Harare Limpopo Res Rail 21.23 1,269 
Garcia Rail 4 1.74 1,48 1 

Durban Harare Beitbndge Rail 57.58 2,068 
Warmbath RaURoad 109.2 1,967 

East London Harare Beitbndge Rail 66.26 2,370 

Port Elizabeth 
Harare Beitbridge Rail 69.15 2,456 

Cape Town Harare Beitbridge Rail 82.18 2,892 

Beira Bulawayo Beira Corr Rail 2 1 .O7 1,088 
Beira Corr Road 87.30 1 ,056 

Maputo Bulawayo Limpopo Res Rail 18.89 1,083 
Garcia Rail 39.53 1,295 

Durban Bulawayo Bei tbridge Rail 55.37 1,882 
Warrnbath RaiVRoad 77.45 1,467 

East London Bulawayo Beitbridge Rail 64.06 2,184 

Port Elizabeth 
Bulawayo Beitbridge Rail 66.94 2,270 

Cape Town Bulawayo Beitbridge Rail 79.98 2,706 
Source: SADC, Food Security Technical Unit, Builetin (1994) 



Transportation is the dynamic ünk between the production areas of Zimbabwe and the 

consurnption areas that are separated by tirne and space. Rail and truck transportation modes 

are both used in Zimbabwe, although rail movemts are not high in the perspective of more 

local famias. Rail transportation is managed by the National Raiiways of Zimbabwe (NRZ). 

Maize is carried on 7 , W  high side railcm and 2,000 low sided rdcars, in payloads of 40 - 

48 tons. usuaily near the 40 ton volume.Rai1 movements are lower cost and capable of 

handling (and storing) large bulk or bagged quantities of maize. Raii is presently king used 

to move grain over the Longer disiances in the country. Athough trucks are used to transport 

maize over long distances most of the tirne trucks are used to move maize fkom the farm to 

the GMB storage facilities or rnilling facilities. The disadvantage of truck transportation is 

that most trucks can only handle baggeù maize rather than bulk. For the majority of SmaU 

Scale farmers, bagged mauC has to be moved by truck nom the farm to either bagged GMB 

depots or GMB silo depots. Then the GMB has to move maize nom storage to muers and 

deficit consumption regions Malle irnports are mostly moved as buik or bagged by rail into 

GMB silos in the country. Maize from South Anica can be moved by truck as bagged maize 

into bag depots in the country. 

5.4 Evaluation of Scenario Option A l  

An analysis of regional maize availabüity, regional storage, regional consumption 

requirements, regional shipments of make to deficit regions and regional import 

requirements is presented in Table 25. In scenario option Al Table 25, the country will 

maintain strategic resaves quivalent to 12 months consumption, (1,227,4 10 Metric 

Tonnes). The amount of mai= avdable from production for option A is 20,000 metric 



tonnes, this relates to the worst case scenario e.g. the 1991/'92 drought. in scenario A l  maize 

is stored according to regional storage capacities and regional consumption requiremenu 

(Table 2 1). The strategy is to store the 12 months consumption requirements in the deficit 

Natural Regions V, IV, m and 1. When a i l  storage available in deficit regions is used up, 

the remaining 12 months consumption requirements are storeci in the surplus Natural Region 

il which always have excess storage capacity. Maize is distributed from Natural Region U 

to all the other regions according to shortfalis in consumption requirements in those areas. 

Imports to replace the 12 months consumption requirements are first shipped to deficit 

regions according to storage capacity available and consumption requirements, then to 

surplus Region iI which always has excess capacity. 

The 12 months strategic reserves are stored in Naturai Regions V, IV, iII, I and II 

respectively. Naturai Region U absorbed most of the straGegic stores due to its excess storage 

capacity. The regionai and total quantitics of maize grain available and stored for the 

l99 1/92 season are presented in Table 25 Columns 2 and 4. Given the amount of maize 

stored in each region, Naturai Region II had an excess of 410,654 metric tonnes of maize 

available for distribution into other deficit regions. The amount of maize shipped to deficit 

Regions from Region U is presented in Table 25 Column 6. Most of the shipments are to 

Natural Regions V. iV and JII respectively. For the 1991/92 season. the country would have 

had a surplus of 200,000 metric tonnes of maize, but wodd have imported 1 .O27,4 10 meaic 

tonnes of maize to maintain the 12 months strategic reserve consumption requirements. 

Impotts for scenario option A l  are assumcd to originate fkom the rest of the world since 

maize availability was viewed as the worst case scenario. South Afiica is assumed to have 



Table 25: Regionai Storage, Consurnption Requirements and Distribution of maize in 
Zimbabwe for the 199 1/92 season. Seenario Option Al: Store 12 Months Consumption 
Requirements, with Maize Availability at (2ûû,ûûû metric Tonnes). 

Naturai Supply 12 Annual Net Shipments Imports 
Region Maize Months Consumption Maize From to 

Availabilty Stores Requirernents Stored Region iI Replace 
by to Other 12 
Region Regions Months 

Stores 

Totals 200,000 1,227410 1227410 1,427,4 10 210,654 1027410 
* Surplus from Natural Region II, to be distributmi to other deficit Regions 

maize shortfalls as well. 

in scenario option B 1, Table 26 the country maintains strategic reserves equivalent 

to 5 rnonths consumption requirements and uses hard currency to impon an amount 

equivalent to the consumption requirements untii the next harvest plus the equivalent of 5 

mounths consumption in storage. The arnount of maize available from production for 

scenaio Option B 1 is 200,000 metric tonnes, this relates to the worst case scenario e.g. the 

199 1/92 drought. The decision where ta store the 5 months consumption requirements is 

based on the location and avdable silo storage capacities in the country. The country has 

12 silo storage facilities of which 1 1 of these silos are located in Natural Region iI and 1 of 

the silos is located in Namal Region V, with storage capacities of 670,100 and 75,000 



metric tonnes of maize respectively. The total storage capacities of these silos have enough 

storage for 5 months strategic reserve requirements. Storage in silos is preferred because 

maize grain can be efficiently stored and movd in buik. Therefore the 5 months strategic 

reserves are stored in Natural regions V and II Table 26 column 3. 

For the 1 99 1/92 season the country wodd have 75,000 me& tonnes stored in the 

deficit Natural Region V and 525,000 metric tonnes stored in Natural Region II. The total 

amount of maize available for the 1991/92 season (Table 26 colurnn 5) is stored in Natuml 

Regions V, IV. iIi, 1 and II respectively . AU of the other Natural Regions had deficit 

consumption requinrnents in storage, except Natural Region II which had a surplus of 

155,604 meûic tomes of rnaize in storage Table 26 Column 6. The amount of maize grain 

shipped £rom Natural Region II to deficit Regions is presented in Table 26 CoIumn 6, with 

rnost of the maize grain shippexi to Natural Regions IV, 1, V and III, respectively. The 

country would have had a shortfall of 427.410 metric tonnes to meet the annual storage 

requirements. For the 199 1/92 season e country wouid import ma& equivalent to 1 ,O27,4 10 

metric tonnes, thus according to Regional collsumption requirernents in deficit w o n s .  This 

arnount includes the replacement of the 5 months consumption required for strategic stores 

Column 7, Most of the imports are shipped to the deficit Natural Regions II, V, III, 1 and N 

respectively. Imports are assumed to originate from the rest of the world. 



Table 26: Regional Storage, Consumption Requirernents and Distribution of maize in 
Zimbabwe for the 199 1/92 season. Scenario Option BI: Store 5 Months Consumption 
Requirements, with Maize Availabilty at (200,000 Metric Tonnes). 

Naturd Supply 5 Months Annual Net S hipments hpoizs 
Region Maize Stores Consumption Maize From to 

Availa bil ty Requirernents Stored Region LI Replace 
by to Other 5 
Region Regions Months 

Stores 
PIUS 
Deficit 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )  (6) (7) 

III 20,000 - 1 53,66 1 20,000 - 133,66 1 

* Surplus nom Natural Region ïI, to be distributcd to other deficit Regions 



For the second scenario, options A2 and 82. in scenario option A2 Tabie 27, the 

country maintains strategic reserves equivalent to 12 months consumption, 

(l92î7,4lO Meûic Tonnes). The amount of maize avaiiable from production for option A2 

is 600,000 metric tonnes, this relates to the case when maize availability is above the 

minimum 5 months consumption requirements but below the nonnal maire avaiiability trend 

level. In scenario option A2 maize is stored according to regional storage capacities and 

regional consumption requirements (Table 21). The strategy is to store the 12 months 

consumption rquirements in the deficit Natural Regions V, IV. Ei and 1. When ali storage 

available in deficit regions is used up, the remaining 12 months consumption requirements 

are stored in the surplus Nahiral R e g h  II which always has excess storage capacity. Maize 

is distributcd from Natural Region U to ail the other regions according to shortfalis in 

consumption requirements in those areas. Imports to replace the 12 months consumption 

requirements are first shipped to deficit regions according to storage capacity available and 

consumption requirements, then to surplus Region II which always has excess capacity. 

The 12 months strategic nserves are stored in Natural Regions V. N, IïI, 1 and ï I  

respectively. Nanird Region ï I  absorbed most of the stmtegic stores due to its ability for 

excess storage capacity. The regional and total quantities of maize grain available and stored 

for the 1991/92 season are presented in Table 27 Columns 2 and 4. Given the arnount of 

maize stored in each region, Natural Region II had an excess of 850,654 metric tonnes of 

maite avaiiable for distribution into other deficit regions. The amount of maize shipped to 

deficit Regions from Region II is presented in Table 27 Column 6. Most of the shipments 

are to Natural Regions V, iII. IV and 1 respectively. For the 1991/92 season the country 



Table 27: Regional Storage, Consumption Requirements and Distribution of maize in 
Zimbabwe for the 199 1/92 season. Scenario Option A2: Store 12 Montbs Consum ption 
Requiremenîs, ait  h Maize AvaiIa bility at (600,000 Metric Tonnes). 

Natural Supply 12 Annual Net Shipments imports 
Region Maize Months Consumption Maize F r ~ m  tc, 

Availabilty Stores Requirernents S tored Region iI Replace 
by to Other 12 
Region Regions Months 

Stores 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I 50,000 171,210 181,446 171,210 10,236 171,210 

Totals 600,000 1,227410 1,227,410 1,827,410 250,654 627,410 
* Surplus from Natural Region U, to be disiribute. to other deficit Regions 



Table 28: Regional S torage, Consumption Requirements and Distribution of maize in 
Zimbabwe for the 1991/92 season Scenario Option 82: Store 5 Months Consumption 
Requirements, with Maize Availability at (600,000 Metric Tonnes). 

Natural Supply 5Months Annual Net S hipments Imports 
Region Maize Stores Consumption Maize From to 

Availabilty Requirements S tored Region II Replace 
by to Other 5 
Region Regions Months 

Stores 
Plus 
Deficit 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Totals 600,000 600000 1,227,410 i,2ûû,ûûû 385,604 627,4 1 O 
* Surplus fiom Natural Region II, to be disûibuted to other deficit Regions 



wouid have had a surplus of 600,000 metric tonnes of maize, but the country would have 

imported 627,410 metric tonnes of m a k  to maintain the 12 months strategic reserve 

consumption requirements. imports are assumed to originate from South M c a  for options 

A2 and B2. 

in scenario option B2. Table 28 the country maintains strategic reserves equivalent 

to 5 months consumption requirements and uses hard currency to import an amount 

equivalent to the consumption requirements until the next hanest plus the equivalent of 5 

mounths consumption in storage. The amount of maize available nom production for 

scenario option B2 is 600.000 metric tonnes, this relates to the case were maize availability 

is above the minimum 5 inondis consumption requirements and below the nonnal maize 

availability trend Ievel. The decision whae to store the 5 months consumption requirements 

is based on the location and available silo storage capacities in the country. The country has 

12 silo siorage faciiities of which 1 1 of these silos an locateù in Namal Region II and 1 of 

the silos is Iocateâ in Natural Region V, with storage capacities of 670,100 and 75,000 

meûic tonnes of maize nspectively. The total storage capacities of these silos have enough 

storage for 5 months strategic reserve requirements. Storage in silos enables maize to be 

stored and moved in buk. 

The 5 months strategic r e m e s  are stored in Natural regions V and II Table 28 

column 3. For the 1991/92 season the country wouid have 75,000 metric tonnes stored in the 

deficit Naturai Region V and 525,000 meaic tonnes stored in Natural Region II. The total 

amount of maut available for the 1991/92 season (Table 28 column 5) is stored in Naturai 

Regions III, I, N and V nspectively. AU of the other Natural Regions had deficit 



consumption requirements in storage, except Natural Region il which had an excess of 

385,604 meoic tonnes of maize in storage Table 28 Column 6. The arnount of maize grain 

shipped fÎom Natural Region [1 to deficit Regions is presented in Table 28 Column 6, with 

most of the maize grain shipped to Natural Regions 1, V. TV, and Ili respectively. For the 

1991/92 season the country would import maize quivalent to 627,410 metric tonnes, thus 

according to Regional consumption requirements in deficit Regions. This amoun t includes 

the replacement of the 5 months consumption required for strategic stores Column 7, Most 

of the hports are shipped to the deficit Natural Regions II, 1, V, IV and Hi respectively. 

Imports are assumed to origînate from South Africa. 

For the third scenario options A3 and B3 the country is self sufficient, with the 

possibility of the country beiig a net exporter. Options A3 and B3 will be evaluated in the 

same way as in options A2 and B2 the only difference is that the country has no irnports. 

The country wouid maintain 12 months strategîc stores in option A3 and 5 months strategic 

stores in option 83. The annual consumption requirements are met duough internal maize 

availability . 

5.5 Evduating the Cas& for maintaining Stntegic Scenario Options AI,A2,A3, B1,B2 
and B3 

To evaluate the cost of maintainhg strategic scenario option A 1, A2.A3, B 1 ,B2 and 

B3 cos& were assigned to major variables that wouid measure the cost of maintaining these 

option. The major cost variables are: 

- storage and handling costs; 

- transportation costs (interna1 distribution); 

- import costs; 



- transportation costs from port of entry to country destinations; 

- storage waste costs; 

- opportunity cost for the value of maize grain in storage; and 

- opportunity cost for borrowing hard currency equivalent to 7 months consumption 

requirements; 

Estimates for storage and handling costs plus interest and capital were obtained h m  the 

Grain Marketing Board Annual Report, 1992. Annual storage and handiing costs were 

estimated at a32.00 per ton. Estirnates for distance and intemal transportation were 

obtained from an Agricultural Market ùiforrnation Systems: Transportation Analysis in 

Zimbabwe by Dr Ken Casavant, 1995. Transportation rates were measured on dollars per 

ton kilometre basis Table 23. hport cos& were based on the 1992 import costs of 

2$1200.00 per ton and distance and transportation costs £rom port of entry to selected 

Zimbabwe destinations were obtained h m  the Food Security Technical Unit. 1994 Table 

24. Storage waste costs were based on the average annuai maize waste published by the 

F.A.O,1995. n i e  opportunity cost for the value of maize kept in storage was measured by 

multiplying the quantities of maize in storage by the heinnd maize selling price of 

Z61070.00. The oppominity cost for the value of borrowing hard cumncy equivaient to 

import 7 months consumption nquirements is based on the world borrowing interest, 

estimated at 10 percent. 

Table 29 pnsents resuits on the evaluation of costs for maintainhg strategic scenario 

options A 1 and B 1. To maintain strategic option A 1, the country imports maize to maintain 

the equivaient of 12 months consumption requirements, given that maize availabity from 



production is 20,000 metric tomes. To obtain storage costs, net maize stored by region in 

çolumn 5 Table 25 is multiplied by the annual storage costs. Costs on storage waste were 

obtained by using the annual average quantities of maize lost in storage estimated by F.A.O., 

(1 995). The cost of maize waste oniy applies to maize waste in storage, estimates for maize 

waste during importation and transportation were not avaifable, therefore it should be noted 

that costs on maize waste could be unda estimated. Costs on transporthg mai= from region 

to region, especiaiiy from surplus regions to deficit regions were estimateû by multiplying 

the quantities of maize grain moved and distributed from surplus regions to deficit region 

in column 6 Table 25 by the rail or îmck costs presented in Table 23 columns 2 and 3. 

Opportunity cost of mahe in storage was estimated by multiplying the arnount of maize 

grain in regional stores column 5 Table 25 by the local maize selling price. Estimates for 

Unport costs were obtained by multiplying the quantities of mai= imported into the country 

column 7 Table 25 by the world maize price if imports are from the rest of the world. 

If imports are fkom South Mica ,  bnp0~ costs are obtained by multiplying quantities 

of rnaize importai by the maize selling price in South Afnca. Additional Unport cost fiom 

transporthg maize grain from port of entry to destinations in Zimbabwe is obtained by 

multipying quantities of maize imported column 7 Table 25 by transportation rates quoted 

in U.S. dollars in column 5 Table 24. Oppomuiity costs for hard currency by the use of the 

10 percent intaest rate for bomwing hard cumncy equivalent to importhg the amount of 

maize needed to fullfill the shortfails in annual consumption requirements plus 5 months 

consurnption stores. Costs for evaluating strategic scenario options B 1, A2, B2, A3 and 8 3  

were calculateci as above, the only diffaence is with refence to option Table numbers. 



Tables 29 presents results on the costs of maintaining strategic options A 1, and B 1. 

Results show that it wouid cost the country 2252.83 1,720,674 to maintain scenario option A 1 

and 2$2,129,179,774 to maintain scenario option B 1. Results show that for the 1991/92 

drought season scenario option B1 is superior to scenario option AI. It should be noted that 

option A 1 has higher intemal transportaaon costs. 

Table 30 presents d t s  on the cost of mauitaining strategic scenario options A2 and 

B2 . Results show that it would cost the country 2$2,361,905,794 to maintain scenario 

option A2 and 2$1,667,665,974 to maintain Scenario option B2. Option B2 is superior to 

option A2. It should be noted that option B2 has higher intemal transporîation costs than 

options A2, A 1 and B 1. Cost variables most sensitive to aii options are; opportunity cost for 

storage, import costs, storage costs, internai transportation costs and waste in storage 

respectively. Import costs and intemal transportation costs are rnost sensitive for scenario 

option B2. Fiiaüy rrsults show that a strategic option of mallitanhg maize strategic reserves 

equivalent to 5 months consumption nquirements plus maize availability at 600,000 metric 

tonnes above 5 months consumption reguirements trend level is the best and Iowest cost 

strategy. 

Table 3 1 presents nsults on the cost of maintainhg strategic scenario options A3 

and 83. The country will maintain 12 months strategic reserves in option A3 and 5 months 

strategic re~erves in option B3, of maize avaüability nom production at the self sufficiency 

level, with zero imports. Afm evaluating this strategy, as Ui the other options, the difference 

is in intemal distribution costs and zero import costs. An estimated intemal distribution cost 

of 2$25,153,434 would be reaiized as the regional 12 months strategic reserve distribution 



costs and an estirnated regional distribution cost of 2$37,048,734 would have been reaiized 

as the 5 months smtegic resave distribution c o s  The total cost for maintaining this options 

A3 and B3 were! estimated at 2â 1 ,563,938,554 for option A3 and 982,048,734 for option 

83. The third scenario options A3 and B3 have lower costs than all the other options. 

Internai tmsportation costs for option B3 are much higha than other options. Because of 

data limitations costs on waste only apply to waste in storage, it should be noted that 

scenario options B 1, B2 and B3 could be slightly biascd in their favour. 

5.6 Assigning Probabilties to Strategie Scenario Options Al,  A2,A3,B 1, B2 and 83 

To evaluate which option is the best for policy purposes, each of the options is 

assigned a probabiity masure which was calcuiated ushg an average probabiity of ten 

years on maize availab'rlity beiig either below the 5 months consumption requirements trend 

h e  or above the 5 months consumption requirements trend lhe and below the normal maize 

availability trend üne. The average ten year probabiities were calculated on the assumption 

that periodic droughts in Zimbabwe ocour in every ten years. A ten year moving average 

on the weather data supports this assumption plus other weather related studies donc Ui 

Zimbabwe.Thesc: probabilities have been calculated in chapter 3. The total costs for 

maintaining scenario options Al.  A2 and the self sufficiency option A3 are multipiied by 

the estimated probabiities for each option. The result is the total cost under strategy (A) in 

which the country will maintain strategic resemes quivalent to 12 months consumption 

requirements. Results under this strategy ars presentzd in Table 32. Similar calculations are 

done for strategy (B) in which the country wili maintain saitegic reserves quivalent to 5 

months consumption requirernents and importing quamitics of maize equivalent to 



consurnption requirements until the next harvest plus the equivaient of 5 months 

consumption in storage. Results under this strategy are presented in Table 33. Final results 

from the probability estirnates are presented in both Table 32 and 33 show that, for logistics 

purposes maintaining strategic option (B) is bettcr than maintaining strategic option (A). 

Some of the data u t i l h i  in these calculations may not be accurate. It shouid be noted that 

the objective of this study is to show the muhodology of analyzing costs related to different 

logistic strategic option for assuring maize availability in Zimbabwe so as to meet the food 

~ecunty objective. 



Table 29 : Resulu on the Costs of Maintahhg Strategic Scenarïo Options Al  and B 1 

Option A 1 

Zimbabwean 
Costs DoUars 

Storage and 44,800,000 
Handling 

Transportaion 25,153,434 
in ternal Distribution 

ririport Costs 1,232,892,000 

Transportation 52,275,240 
interna1 Distribution 
After importation 

Opportunity Cost of 1,284,000,000 
Maize in Storage 

Maize Waste 192,600,000 

Total Co- for 2,831,720,674 
Option A l  

Option B 1 

Zimbabwean 
Costs Dollars 

S torage and 25,600,000 
Handling 

Transportation 15,7473 16 
Intemal Distribution 

hport costs 1,232,892,000 

Transportation 60,090,258 
Intemal Distribution 
After importation 

ûpprtunity Cost of 642,000,000 
Maize in S tosage 

ûpportunity Cost of 72,000,000 
Borro wing Hard 
Currency 

Maize Waste 80,250,000 

Total Costs for 2,129,179,774 
Option B2 



Table 30 : Resuits on the Costs of Maintaining Strategic Scenario Options A2 and B2 
(1 99 1/92) 

Option A2 

Zimbabwean 
Costs Dollars 

Storage and 58,477,120 
Handling 

Transportation 28,86 1,434 
intemal Distribution 

hpon  Costs 752,892,000 

Transportation 45,075,240 
Internai Distribution 
After importation 

Opportunity Cost of 1 ,284,OûO,OOO 
Maize in Storage 

Maize Waste 192.600.000 

Tobl Costs for 296 1,9û5,794 
Option A2 

Option B2 

Zimbabwean 
Costs Dollars 

S torage and 38,400,000 
Hancilhg 

Transportation 37,048,734 
internai Distribution 

hport Costs 752,892,000 

Transportation 45,075,240 
Intemal Distribution 
After Importation 

Opportunity Cost of 642,000,000 
Maize in S torage 

Opportunity Cost of 72,000,000 
Borrowing Hard 
Currency 

Maize Waste 80,250,000 

Total Costs for 1,667,665Q74 
O~tion 82 



Table 31: Results on the Costs of Maintainhg Strategic Scenario Options A3 and 83 

Option A3 

Zimbabwean 
Costs Doîiars 

Storage and 44,800,000 
Handling 

Transportation 25,153,434 
internai Distribution 

hport Costs - 
Transportation - 
internai Distribution 
After Importation 

Opportunity Cost of 1,284,000,000 
Maize in Storage 

Maize Waste I92,600,000 

Total Costs for 1,563,?M,554 
Option A3 

- 

Option B3 

Zimbabwean 
Costs Dollars 

S torage and 25,600,000 
Handling 

Transportation 37,048,734 
Interna1 Distribution 

Import costs - 
Transportation - 
Internai Distribution 
After Importation 

Opportunity Cost of 642,000,000 
Maize in Storage 

Opportunity Cost of 72,000,ûûû 
Borrowing Hard 
Currency 

Maize Waste 80,250,000 

Total Costs for 982,048,734 
Option B3 



Table 32: Cost of Maintaining Straîegic Option (A), Maintaining 12 Months Stores. 
(1991192). 

Strategy Option (A) 
Maintaininn Strate~ic Reserves Eauivalent to 12 Months Consum~tion Reauirernents 

S trategic Options Strategic Probabilities Pro babil ties 
Costs Ten Year Multiplied by 

Averages S trategic Costs 
~Zm.Dollars) (Zm. Doiiars) 

Option A 1 
Worst Case Scenario 

Option A2 
Maize Availability Above the 5 
Months Consumption Requirements 2.36 1,905,794 .3 708,57 1,738 
trend line and below the Normal 
maize Availabiity trend line 

Self Sufficiency Option A3 1,563,938,554 .5 78 1,969,277 

Total 2,056,885,150 



Table 33: Cost of Maintaining Strategic Option (B), Maintaining 5 Months Stores plus Hard 
Currency for imports. ( 199 1/92). 

Strategy Option (B) 
Maintaining Strategic Reserves Equivalent to 5 Montbs Consumption Requirements 
plus Importing an Amount Equivalent to Consumption Requirements Until the Next 
Harvest. d u s  the Eauivatent of 5 Months Consum~tion in Storage. 

S trategic Options S trategic Probabilities Probabil ties 
Costs Ten Year MdtipIied by 

Averages Strategic Costs 
G?hn.Dollars) (Zm. Dollars) 

Option B 1 
Worst Case Scenario 2.1 29,179,774 .2 425,835,955 

Option B2 
Maize Availability Above the 5 
Monihs Consumption Rqukments 1,667,665,974 .3 500,299,792 
trend line and below the Normal 
maize Availability trend line 

Self Sufficiency Option B3 982,048,734 .5 49 1,024,367 
- -  - 

Total 1.4 17.160.1 14 



5.7 Sensitivity Analysis on Alternative Strategk Scenario Options 

To evaluate the sensitivity of the foliowing cost variables; (storage and handling, 

transponation interna! &ibution,impo~s, iransportation intemal distribution after impons, 

opportunity cost for rnaize in storage, opportunity cost for hard currency and maize waste); 

to their total cost for each of the two strategic options (A) and (B) , a sensitivity analysis 

was perfomed by increasing the cost on each of the cost variables by 10 percent. Results on 

the sensitivity anaiysis masured by the percentage change in variable cost to the intial total 

cost of each scenario option are shown in Tables 34 and 35. For scenario strategic option (A) 

where the country has to maintain 12 months strate& r e m e s ,  the cost variables which 

have the greatest effm on total cost are: oppominity cost for maize in storage with scenario 

option A3 king most sensitive cost: followed by import costs with scenario option Al ;  

being most sensitive to cos$ foilowed by maiz waste and transportation costs respectively. 

For strategy option (B) where the country has to maintain 5 months strategic reserves, the 

cost variables which have the greatcst effect on total cost are: import costs with scenaxio 

option B 1 beiig most sensitive to cost; followed by opportunity cost for maize in storage 

with sanario option 83  bang most sensitive to cost; followcd by maize waste. opportunity 

cost for hard currency and transport costs respectively. The noticable difTerence in 

sensitivity between the two strategic options is that import costs corne first in option (B). 

An analysis which hcluded the 10 pacent increase in costs and the average ten year 

probabilities was performed on both strategic options (A) and (B). The average ten year 

probabiities on maize availabiity useù in this analysis were obtain fiom earlier probability 

estimations p e f o d  in Chapter 3. The total scenario option cos& were multiplied by the 



average ten year maize availabiltiy probabilities to give a number which would enable the 

cornparison in cost for the two sîrategic options A and B. Results in both Tables 36 and 37 

show that strategic option (B) is sa;U a preferred choice to strategic option (A). It is 

interesting to note that, although option (B) is prefemd to option (A), the two options are 

not very different fiom each other in terms of the estimata! total costs. Given the limitation 

on maize waste data to include maize waste during importation, strategic option B rnight 

be slightly under estirnated. 



Table 34: Results on the Sensitivity Analysis for Strategic Option (A), with a 10 Percent 
hcrease in Variable Costs to Total Scenario Option Costs, (A 1 .A2 and A3). 

initial A 10 Total Cost Percent 
Cost Variables Options Total Cos& Percent After Increase Change 

for Each Increase in in 
Option in Cost of Cost of To ta1 

Variable Variable Cost 

A l  2,8 3 1,720,674 4,480,000 2,836,200,674 O. 16 

S torage and A2 2,36 1,905,794 5,847,7 12 2,367,753,506 0.25 

Handling A3 1,563,938,554 4,480,000 1 ,568,4 18,554 0.29 

Transportation A l  2,83 1,720,674 2,5 15,343 2,834.236,O 17 0.09 
In temal 
Distribution A2 2,36 1,905,794 2,886,143 2,364,79 1,937 0.12 

A l  2-83 1,720,674 123,289,200 2,955,009,874 4.35 
Irnport Cosr 

A2 2-36 1,905,794 752,89,200 2,437,194,994 3.19 

Transportation A l  2,83 1,720,674 5,227,524 2,836,948,198 0.18 
in temal 
Distribution A2 2,36 1,905,794 4,507,524 2,366,4 13,3 18 O. 19 
After 
importation A3 1,563,938,554 O 1,563,938,554 O 

OP~omnitY A l  2,831,720,674 128,400,000 2,960,120,674 4-53 
Cost for 
Maize in A2 2,361,905,794 128,400,000 2,490,305,794 5.44 

S torage A3 1,563,938,554 128,400.000 1,692.338.554 8.2 1 

A l  2.83 1,720,674 19,260,000 2,850,980,674 0.68 
Maize Waste 

A2 2,361,905,794 19,260,000 235 1,165,794 0.82 



Table 35: Resuits on the Sensitivity Analysis for Strategic Option (B), with a 10 percent 
increase in Variable Costs to Total Scenario Option Costs, (B 132 and B3). 

Initial A 10 Total Cost Percent 
Cost Variables Options Total Costs Percent After Increase Change in 

for Each increase in Total Cost 
Option in Cost of Cost of 

Variable Variable 

B1 2,129,179,774 2,560,000 2,13 1,739,774 O. 12 

Storage and B2 1,667,665,974 3,840,000 1.67 1,505,774 0.23 

Transportation BI 2,129,179,774 1,574,752 2,130,754,526 0.74 
in ternal 
Distribution 

B1 2,129,179,774 1 23,289,2ûO 2,252,468,974 5.79 
tmport Costs 

B2 1,667,665,974 75,289,200 1,742,955,774 4.52 

Transportation B1 2,129,179,774 6,069,026 2,135,248,800 0.29 
intemal 
Distri bution B2 1,667,665,974 4,507,524 1,672,173,498 0.27 
After 
h~ortation B3 982,048,734 O 982,048,734 O 

Opportunity B1 2,129,179,774 6,420,000 2,193,379,774 3.02 
Cost for 
Maize in B2 1,667,665,974 6,420,000 1,73 1,865,974 3.85 

S torage B3 982,048,734 6,420,000 1,046,248,734 6.54 

BI 2,129,179,774 8,025,000 2,137,204,774 0.38 
Maize Waste 

B2 1,667,665,974 8,025,000 1,675,690,974 0.48 

Opportunity BI 2 129 179,774 7,200,000 2,136,379,774 0.34 
Cost 
for B2 1 ,667,665,974 7,2ûû,ûûû 1,674,865,974 0.43 
Hard Currency 

B3 -,04%734 73~9oOo 989,248,734 0.73 



Table 36: Results on the SenDtivity Anaiysis for Strategic Option (A), with Average Maize 
Availability Probabili ties. 

Total Costs for Pro babilities Probabilities 
Cost VaxiabIes Options Options After Ten Year Multiplied by 

10 Percent Averages Totai Costs 
Increase in Cost (Zm. Dollars) 

Storage and A2 2,367,753,506 .3 7 10,326,052 

Handling A3 1,568,4 18,554 .5 783,454,623 

Transportation A l  2,834,236,O 17 .2 566,847,203 
In ternal 
Distribution 

A3 1,566,453,897 .5 783,226,949 

A l  2,955,009,874 .2 591,001,975 
Import Costs 

A2 2,437,194,994 ,3 731,158,498 

A3 1,563,938,554 .5 78 1,969,277 

Transportation A l  2,836,948,198 .2 567,389,640 
ln ternal 
Distibution A2 2,366,4 13,3 18 .3 709,923,995 
After 
importation A3 1,563,98,554 .5 78 1,969,277 

~ o s t  for 
Maize in 
S torage A3 1,692,338.55a .5 846,169,277 

A l  2,850,980,674 .2 570,196,135 
Maize Waste 

A2 2,38 1,165,794 .3 7 14,349,738 

A3 1,583,198,554 .5 79 1,599,277 

Total Costs for A l  3,454,699,223 
Strategic A2 
Option (A) A3 



Table 37 : Resuits on the Sensitivity Analysis for Strategic Option (B), with Average Maize 
Availability Pro babilities. 

Total Costs for Probabilities Probabilities 
Cost Variables Options Options After Ten Year Multiplied by 

10 Percent Averages Total Cos& 
increase in Cost (Zm. Dollars) 

S torage and B2 1,67 1,505,774 -3 50 1,45 1,732 

Handling ES3 984,608,734 .5 492,304.367 

Transportation B1 2,130,754,526 .2 426.150.905 
in ternal 
Distribution 

lmport Costs 

Transportation B1 2,135,248,800 .2 56'7,389,640 
in temal 
Distribution B2 1,67 1,370,847 -3 501.41 1,254 
After 
importation 83 982,048,734 .5 49 1,024,367 

Opportunity B1 2,193,379,774 
Cost for 
Maize in 
S torage B3 1,046.248J34 -5 523,124,367 

B1 2,137,204,774 .2 427,440,955 
Maize Waste 

B2 1,675,690,974 .3 502,707,292 

Opportunity B1 2,136,379,774 
Cost for Hard 
Currency 



Table 37 Continued 

Total Costs for BI 3,163,775,160 
Strategic B2 
Option (B) B3 



Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION, POLICY RECOMMEMIATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this chapter, the sumrnary of major findinp of this study are presented. 

Limitations of the study are identified and suggestions for future research are provided. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The worst drought e x p i e n c d  in Zimbabwe in the 199 1/92 growing season has 

highlighted important lessons regardhg food security issues related to maize avsilability in 

the country. The drought situation was exacerbated because the WteWiood of a drought 

occurring had not been taken into consideration when planning and budgetary provisions 

were made in 1991/92 and the absence of a strategic grain reserve policy had added negative 

effects to shortfalls of maize availability. 

The major objective of this study was to address issues of food security as it relates 

to providing adequate mahe supplies for the country in tirnes of severe maize shortages 

caused by drought. The study is Limited to demonstrate a methodology that analyses 

alternative strategic options for maintaining adequate supplies of maize, therefore achieving 

the objective of food security. Two strategic options have been evaluated given the 

availabiiity of data and the need to evaiuate the logistics of maintaining aâequate maize 

supplies d u ~ g  tllnes of production shortfails. Other saatcgic options necessary to maintain 

adequate maize supplies have been discussed in Chapter 4, but they were not evaluated in 

this study due to limitation in data requirements. It should be noted that the methodology 

presented couid be extended to other alternative crops that could supplement maize 



availability (e.g. sorghum and millet). 

Evaluation of historical data on maize production, rnaize consumption and weather 

in Zimbabwe has shown that, there is a decline in per capita maize production and an 

increase in per capita maize consumption. Since m s t  of the maize produced in Zimbabwe 

is rainfed, a fadure of rain wouid transfer into severe maize shortages. Weather data has 

shown that there has been a remmicable deciine in rainfali received in Zimbabwe in the last 

decade. This finding raises concem for increased need to irnprove alternative strategies for 

maintaining adequate supplies of maize, given the hypothesis that weather is a signincant 

determinant of the variation in maize availability in Zimbabwe. Using the coefficient of 

variation as a measun of ma& production variation in the 35 year period, results show that 

there has been an increase in maize production variability. Results from the maize-yield 

regression equation show that weather is an important variable in explaining the variation 

in maize yields. These fiding show that the malle production - consumption gap is getting 

narrower, raising concem for maintaining adequate malle supplies for the Zlmbabwean 

population, therefore concem for food security in Zimbabwe. 

The logistics of alternative strategic options for assuring adequate maim supplies 

were examined and two option were evaluated on the basis of cost The government's 

present strategic reserve policy was found to be adequate but high cost. For the three 

strategic options presented. results show that the least cost stntegic option suitable for 

assuring stable maize supplies in times of drought situations is Strategic Option B: to 

maintain a strategic maize nserve equivaient to five months annual consumption 

requirements and importing quantities of maize equivdent to consumption requirements 



until the next hawest plus the equivalent of five months consumption in storage. When the 

ten year average maize avaiiabilty probabüities for maize availabiüty for the time period 

1985 - 1995, king ûelow or above the five months consumption trend line were 

incorporated in the cost analysis, results show that maintaining five months strategic reserves 

is stiii superior to maintaining twelve months strategic reserves. It should be noted that in 

this case the cost ciifference is not very large. Sensitivity analysis performed on the scenario 

option cost variables show that the most sensitive variable to cost in Strategic option A is 

the oppoaunity cost for maize in storage,foiiowed by import costs. make waste, storage and 

transport costs respectively. The most sensitive cost variable in strategic option B were, 

import cost, opportunity cost for maize in storage, maize waste and transport costs 

respectively . 

6.2 Policy Recommendations 

The primary findings of this study is the usefidness of the logistic approach in 

evaluating alternative approaches to assuring adequate supplies of maize to provide the 

means to food security. In addition, findings from this study show that the overaii cost of 

maintaining maize buffw stocks is sensitive to the opportunity cost for maize in storage and 

irnport cost. These two items absorb a large share of the govemment's budget on maize grain 

management. There is need to improve the strategic rexrve storage policy and finding 

efficient ways of reducing import costs. Other findings show that storage location is 

important in terms of the logistics of distributing maize grain in the country. Storage 

capacities in deficit regions are a consuaint to meeting the annual consumption requirements 

in these ngions. There is a lot of grain movement h m  the north to the southem part of the 



country, adding to distribution transport costs. On farm storage and opening up to private 

importers of maize would ease the budem on government finances towards rnaize imports 

and storage. 

This study recommends that a study on storage location, size, and numbers would 

be beneficial to the government in terrns of finding the least cost method for storing, and 

moving rnaize grain from surplus regions to deficit regions. Findings fkom this study show 

that maize imports from South Africa corne in through Beit Bridge as bulk yet there are no 

bulk storage facilities in most deficit regions. This study suggests that bdk storage facilities 

shouid be built somewhere near Gweni in the Midands to facilitate bulk rnaize shipments 

fkom South Afnca to the deficit regions in the Midlands, Masvingo and Matebeleland. These 

buk handling facilities would therefore save transport costs, speed up intemal distribution 

of maize and help to relieve the pressure on Harare/Gweru section of rail. 

From the major findings of this study, a recommendation on reducing maize waste 

and animal feeù in drought years would increase maize availability. The policy 

recomrnendations on which Iogbtic stratcgic rcserve option to maintain are that, the country 

should maintain a maize strategic reserve equivalent to five months consumption 

requirements and importing quantities of r n h  quivalent to consumption requirements 

untü the next harvest plus the equivalent of five months consumption in storage. The country 

wiil Save hard currency equivalent to importing consumption requirements until the next 

hawest plus replacing five months consumption withdrawn fkorn storage. Weather is seen 

to be a major threat to maintahg stable mabe supplies, crop forecasts which include the 

weather data would be useful for planning purposes. 



63 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

This study has made sorne contributions to solving the problems of food security as 

it reiates to maize availability in Zimbabwe. The limitations of this snidy are that it does not 

address the fidl picture as defined by the word food security. This study has addressed the 

fist part of food security which deals with maintainhg enough rnaize supplies to close the 

gap behueen production and the desired levels of consumption. There is need to address the 

second part of food security which deals with access at the household level, to existing maize 

stocks available in the nation. 

A second limitation is the availability and quai@ of the data used in this study. 

Historic data, refiecting various govemment policies in place, were used. No attempt was 

made to estimate the relevant shadow prices of maize in storage, maize import costs, 

transport costs, etc. The basic methodology has ken demonstrated and such refinements as 

accurate estimates of oppominity cost will be of value only with awxss to relevant data. 

Third, the strategic alternative of policy interventions designed to increase maize 

production was not attempted Given that annual increases in maize production at least equal 

to the growth in population might weli affect options A and B dinerently, a complete study 

of the logistics of alternative approaches to stntcgic stores should include increased maize 

production as one of the options. 

Fourth, to illustrate the methodology only one t h e  pend  was used. An ideal 

approach would study the present value of the logistics of alternative approaches to strategic 

stores over time. With tirne as a variable, more attention would need to be given to the 

shadow price for maize in storage, maize importeû and foreign exchange held for food 



security purposes. These prices wouid Vary over tirne. possibly seasonaiiy as well as 

annually, and may weU be dmerent for the two approaches to holding strategic stores of 

maize. 

Fifth, the study ignored the role of maize stored in places other than the Grain 

Marketing Board, e.g., on farm. C3enges in agnfulturai policies that afTkct o n - f m  storage 

of maize would be relevant to a study of the maize supplies required for food security. 

FinaUy, other sources of food other than maize would form part of a food security 

strategy. The rnethodology can be extended easily to such crops as sorghum and millet. Also, 

there is a need to introduce better forecasting methods which include the weather variable. 

Sincc maize storage is a major part of the logistics in mtcntaining adequate mai- supplies, 

there is need for M e r  research on determining the location, capacities and numbers of 

storage facilities in the country. With the inclusion of the other strategic options presented 

and outlined in Chapter 4, so as to address cornphesive altemative strategies to maintaining 

adequate supplies of maize. will serve to advance achieving the objective of food security 

in Zimbabwe. 
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